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The growing population of off-reserve First Nations members poses unique 
challenges to the traditional band council system, which was developed 
as a reserve-centric institution. Commentators have paid generous atten-
tion to the constitutional protection of off-reserve members in determining 
the leadership of their respective bands. The fiscal management of those 
bands, on the other hand, has mostly been left to the scant governing sec-
tions of the Indian Act and to private law.

Of particular importance is the ability of band councils to distribute 
money directly to the band membership, often after the resolution of a land 
claim and the receipt of large entitlements from Canada. In comparison 
to discriminatory voting procedures, the body of jurisprudence concern-
ing the exclusion of off-reserve members from per capita distributions is 
scattered and without coherence. Yet because these distributions are quite 
common in contemporary First Nations life, the issue is one that deserves 
focus.

I argue that a mixture of constitutional, statutory, and private law 
prin  ciples form a “dual barrier”: a combination of procedural and sub-
stantive protections that prevent the unequal distribution of funds to the 
band membership. Adhering to the jurisprudence of the courts, I explore 
the nature of the power of band councils and how they interact with the 
judicial system, before exploring how these safeguards operate. I conclude 
with a practical application of these safeguards.     

I Introduction

It is now well established that the Aboriginal population in Canada is larger, 
younger, and more urban than ever before. In 2006 the Canadian Census re-
ported that the Aboriginal population had grown by 45 percent in the previous 
ten years, reaching a record population count of over 1 million.1 Of that num-

1 The Environics Institute, Urban Aboriginal Peoples Study (Toronto: Environics Institute, 2010) 
at 24.
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The Legal Obligations of Band Councils  3

ber, almost half were under the age of 24. It is not surprising, with a youthful 
demographic exploding in size, that more and more Aboriginals are choos-
ing to live off reserve. On average, just less than 70 percent of the Canadian 
Aboriginal population lives beyond the confines of a reserve, including in
major urban centres. 

The impact of this residential shift has been felt strongly in Ontario, 
where band membership is now often substantially higher than the number 
of on- reserve residents.2 For example, the Serpent River First Nation, located 
approximately 30 kilometres south of Elliot Lake, reported a total band popu-
lation of 1,118, but only 340 on-reserve residents (30.4%).3TheWhitefish
River First Nation, about 20 kilometres south of Espanola, lists a popula-
tion of 1,032, with only 379 residents (36.7%).4 The North Spirit Lake First 
 Nation, on the shores of Sandy Lake near the Ontario-Manitoba border, re-
ports a total band population of 411, only 259 (63%) of which reside on the 
reserve.5 This trend of migration has created two classes of Aboriginal people, 
divided solely on the basis of residency, which many First Nations have not 
reconciled.

Band councils, which govern reserve life, have noticed the diverging na-
ture and interests of on- and off-reserve members. At times, they have seen 
the latter as less deserving both of the band’s limited resources and of leader-
ship opportunities. This view appears informed by common sense: by limit-
ing resources to on-reserve members and activities, band councils may focus 
on improving life on the reserve, which is often wrought with infrastructural 
inadequacies. By restricting voting and leadership to members ordinarily resi-
dent on the reserve, councils are procedurally ensured that only those most 
familiar and connected with band and reserve life are put in direct positions 
of governing it. While this idea is contentious, it is never more so than when 
the band stands to receive a large sum of money, often, though not always, 
in  response to a land claim settlement. The ability of band councils at that 

2 I make this comment even if the effect may have been greater or lesser in other provinces.
3 The total band population can be found at Aboriginal Canada Portal, First Nation Connectivity 

Profile–Serpent River, online: Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada <http://
www.aboriginalcanada.gc.ca>. The total population and dwelling can be found at StatCan 
2006 Canadian Census, Aboriginal Population Profile–Serpent River, online: Statistics Canada 
<http://www12.statcan.gc.ca>.

4 The total band population can be found at Aboriginal Canada Portal, First Nation Connectivity 
Profile–Whitefish River, online: Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada <http://
www.aboriginalcanada.gc.ca>. The total population and dwelling can be found at StatCan 2006 
Canadian Census, Aboriginal Population Profile–Whitefish River, online: Statistics Canada 
<http://www12.statcan.gc.ca>.

5 The total band population can be found at Aboriginal Canada Portal, First Nation Connectivity 
Profile–North Spirit Lake, online: Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada <http://
www.aboriginalcanada.gc.ca>. The total population and dwelling can be found at StatCan 2006 
Canadian Census, Aboriginal Population Profile–North Spirit Lake, online: Statistics Canada 
<http://www12.statcan.gc.ca>.
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point to restrict per capita distributions to the on-reserve membership shows 
extreme prejudice against those living off reserve. While the case law has 
provided a general direction, it is for the most part piecemeal, scattered among 
various levels of court. The lack of concrete guidelines has left holes in the 
applicablejurisprudence,althoughfinancialcompensationofthiskindisan
issue that arises frequently and holds great practical importance for Aborigi-
nal peoples as more land claims are settled. 

The legality of band councils’ ability to restrict per capita distributions 
on the basis of residency constitutes the focus of this article. As I will show, 
a band council has various obligations in constitutional and statutory law, as 
well as in common law, that prohibit the unequal distribution between on- and 
off-reserve members. The Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the Indian Act,  
on the one hand, and the common law of trusts, on the other, form what I 
call the “dual barrier”. The former provides for a procedural restriction while 
the latter establishes a substantive one, the breach of either of which results 
in a remedy. For practical purposes, this essay will be divided into two sec-
tions. In part 1, I explore the nature of per capita distributions and the money-
management authority of band councils. This includes how their actions are 
reviewed and by what standard. In part 2, I will assess the body of recent case 
law and provide analyses and critiques. Using the case law, I will establish a 
framework that respects the general state of the law and its direction. I will 
then conclude with a practical application of the dual-barrier analysis and the 
established framework.

II Band Councils, Membership, and Per Capita Distributions

Money-Management Powers and Per Capita Distributions

First Nations have no obligation to distribute any of the money they receive 
directly to their membership instead of spending it on programs and services.6 
Yet the expectation that a First Nation will release a portion of a settlement 
directly to the membership has become the norm.

In August 2011, the Fort William First Nation settled a land claim with 
Canada for $149,442,595, with an additional $5 million supplemented from 
Ontario. Of the total sum, $25,000 was granted to each of the approximately 
1,900 members.7 The voting members of Fort William had previously ap-

6 Blueberry River Indian Band v Canada (Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Develop-
ment), 2001 FCA 67, [2001] 3 CNLR 72 at paras 22–23 [Blueberry River], cited by Blueberry 
Interim Trust (Re), 2011 BCSC 769 at para 24 [Blueberry Interim Trust].

7 Reporting Centre on Specific Claims, Status Report on Specific Claims–Fort William First 
 Nation, online: Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada <http://www.aandc-
aadnc.gc.ca>;TanyaTalaga,“Surrenderingclaim:FortWilliamclosetoending160-yearfight,”
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The Legal Obligations of Band Councils  5

proved the settlement agreement, which contained the distribution allotment, 
with a vote on January 22, 2011.8 The Cote First Nation, located about 225 
kilometres northeast of Regina, recently settled various claims with Canada 
extending back to 1905, 1907, 1913, and 1914. The agreed amount, includ-
ing fees for negotiation, totalled $130,700,361.9 While the majority of that 
money has been placed into trust for future revenue, the band’s 3,500 mem-
bers became eligible on June 20, 2012, to receive $20,000 each.10 The choice 
to disburse around $70 million to the membership directly was approved by a 
vote to ratify on October 15, 2011.11 

ForthisarticleIusetheterm“distribution”torefertoafinitepercapita
distribution of funds to the membership to be held individually. This allot-
ment of funds commonly, but not always, follows large receipts of money by 
aband.Themostobviousexampleisthesettlementofspecificclaimnego-
tiations with the government. The claims by Fort William and Cote are both 
examplesofspecificclaimnegotiationswhere thesettlements resulted ina
per capita distribution of funds. Distributions can also follow civil actions 
between First Nations and commercial enterprises, which often arise when a 
businesshasadverselyaffectedreservelandssuchasthroughfloodingorthe
unlawful extraction of resources.12 Distributions can also draw on moneys 
that have accumulated in the band’s capital and revenue accounts as a result 
oflandrentalorsale,oilandgasactivity,orbylawfines.It isnecessaryto
identify from which of these processes the band has accumulated the wealth 
it intends to distribute in order to assess any particular procedural safeguards 
forthatspecificprocess.

Any settlement reached between a First Nation and either a government 
oracommercialentitywillincludedirectionsonthedetailsoffinancialre-

Toronto Star (14 January 2011) online: Toronto Star Newspapers Ltd. <http://www.thestar.ca>.
 8 Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs, News Release, “Canada, Ontario, and Fort William First  Nation 

Celebrate Historic Land Claim Settlement” (16 December 2011) online: <http://www.news. 
ontario.ca>. 

 9 “First Nations members eligible for $20,000 each in land claim deal,” CBC News (12 June 2012) 
online: CBC News <http://www.cbc.ca>; and Kerry Benjoe, “Members of Cote First Nation 
receive settlement payouts,” The Leader Post (21 June 2012) online: Postmedia Network <http://
www.leaderpost.com>.

10 Ibid. The amount increases to $25,000 for those older than 65.
11 See a copy of the agreement summary: Cote First Nation Negotiation Team, 1905, 1907, 1913, 

and 1914 Surrenders Settlement Agreement and Cote Legacy Trust Agreement, online: Cote 
FirstNation<http://cotefirstnation.net/pdfs/Summary%20of%20Settlement%20Agreement%20
(11-8-23).pdf>.

12 While there does not as of yet seem to have been a distribution, in May 2009 Red Rock First 
Nation settled a grievance with Hydro One for an undisclosed amount. The claim centered on 
reservefloodingcausedbyHydroOne.SeeOntarioPowerGeneration,MediaRelease,“Red
Rock First Nation and Ontario Power Generation Sign Settlement Agreement” (26 May 2009) 
online: OPG Media Relations <http://www.opg.com>; and Ministry of Finance, Annual Report 
and Consolidated Financial Statements, vol 2b (Toronto: Ministry of Finance, 2011) at 2–32.
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muneration. The choice is typically whether or not the band will use a set 
of revenue and capital accounts within the Consolidated Revenue Fund of 
Canada or will utilize external trusts. 

Revenue and Capital Accounts

The default money-management system is essentially contained in nine sec-
tions of the Indian Act, sections 61–69.13 In this system, the Crown is deemed 
to hold all money in common for a First Nation, and only on an approved 
application can the First Nation have it released to itself. For the purposes 
of the Indian Act,14 any money Canada holds for First Nations is referred to 
as “Indian moneys,” while for the purposes of the Financial Administration 
Act,15 it is called “public money.” These moneys are deposited into interest-
bearing trust accounts within the Consolidated Revenue Fund to the credit of 
the Receiver General. Two different trust accounts are authorized to hold band 
funds: revenue accounts and capital accounts. The distinction comes from 
section 62 of the Indian Act,whichdefinescapitalmoneysasthosederived
from the sale of surrendered lands or the sale of the capital assets of a First 
Nation, and revenue moneys as essentially everything else. Capital moneys 
include profits derived, such as royalties, from the sale of non-renewable
 resources (e.g., oil, gas, or aggregates). On the other hand, revenue moneys 
includethesaleofrenewableresources,finemoneysfrombylaws,rights-of-
way and property leasing, as well as interest accrued on the capital and rev-
enue account funds.16 The basic management of these accounts, until altered 
by subscription to particular regulations, continues to be governed by sections 
61–69 of the Indian Act.

The overarching feature of the default money-managing provisions of 
the Indian Act is the requirement of ministerial consent. “The Crown cannot 
 simply transfer funds,” Rothstein J underscored, speaking for a unanimous 
SupremeCourtin2009.“Inaccordancewithitsfiduciaryobligations...it
mustbesatisfiedthatanytransferisinthebestinterestsoftheband.”17 This 

13 These sections are reviewed at length in Ermineskin Indian Band and Nation v Canada, 2009 
SCC 2, [2009] 1 SCR 222 [Ermineskin SCC].

14 Indian Act, RSC 1985, c I-5, s 2(1).
15 “‘Public money’ means all money belonging to Canada received or collected by the Receiver 

Generaloranyotherpublicofficerinhisofficialcapacityoranypersonauthorizedtoreceiveor
collect such money, and includes . . .  money received or collected for or on behalf of Canada.” 
See Financial Administration Act, RSC 1985, c F-11, s 2(c).

16 The method for determining the interest rate currently payable on band accounts is pursuant 
toanorder incouncil,PC1981-3/255.Specifically, “interest ratesarebasedonGovernment
of Canada bonds having a maturity of ten years or over, using the weekly yields published 
by the Bank of Canada.” See Canada, Indian Moneys Estates and Treaty Annuities Directorate 
(IMETA), Manual for the Administration of Band Moneys (Ottawa: Public Works and Govern-
ment Services Canada, 2010) ch 2 at 6 [Policy Manual]. 

17 Ermineskin SCC, supra note 13 at para 152.
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consent is only granted, under the shadow of section 61(1), when Indian and 
NorthernAffairsCanada(INAC)believesthatabenefittothereleaseoffunds
indeed exists.18 Both section 64(1)(a), which governs per capita distributions 
using capital moneys, and section 66(1), which governs per capita distribu-
tions using revenue moneys, require that the minister of INAC exercise dis-
cretion before the release of funds.19 The purpose of these provisions is to 
recognize Crown discretion at the expense of that which resides with the band 
council. Unsurprisingly, the case law seldom addresses distributions made 
under the authority of sections 64 or 66, most likely due to the high level of 
departmental oversight by INAC.20 The case law has burgeoned when a First 
Nation has subscribed to subsequent federal legislation that shifts the discre-
tion to control funds back into Indigenous hands.   

Section 69 of the Indian Act allows INAC to delegate management au-
thority over revenue moneys within the Consolidated Revenue Fund to the 
respective First Nation. Section 69(2) allows INAC, by virtue of the governor 
general, to enact a regulatory scheme for the management of these funds by 
band councils. From there, under the authority of section 69(1), the gover-
nor general can add or remove bands from the schedule of authorized bands 
by an order in council.21 The present regulatory scheme is the Indian Bands 
 Revenue Moneys Regulations,22 whose aim is to create accountability for the 
First Nation’s actions through safeguards, such as requiring an annual audi-
tor’s report,23 or by authorizing only three members to sign cheques or with-
draw funds.24TofindthescheduleofFirstNationstowhichtheseregulations
apply, we must look to either the schedule of bands listed in the consolidated 
Indian Band Revenue Moneys Order, wherebandsaredelegatedfullfinancial

18 The Department of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada is commonly referred to as Aborigi-
nal Affairs and Northern Development Canada (AANDC-AADNC) under the Federal Identity 
 Program. See Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat, Registry of Applied Titles, online: TBS-SCT 
<http://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca>. 

19 “64. With the consent of the council of a band, the Minister may authorize and direct the ex-
penditure of capital moneys of the band (a) to distribute per capita to the members of the band 
anamountnotexceedingfiftypercentofthecapitalmoneysofthebandderivedfromthesale
of surrendered lands”; and “66. With the consent of the council of a band, the Minister may 
authorize and direct the expenditure of revenue moneys for any purpose that in the opinion of the 
Minister will promote the general progress and welfare of the band or any member of the band.” 
See Indian Act, supra note 14.

20 A notable exception to this is the case of Ermineskin SCC, supra note 13, where the Crown 
refused to distribute money to the Ermineskin First Nation under section 64(1)(k) of the Indian 
Act, which contains the residual ability of the Crown to capital account money for a purpose it 
seesasabenefittothenation.TheSupremeCourtacknowledgedthedutyoftheCrowntowith-
holdmoneywherethereissufficientpriorevidenceofmismanagement.

21 Sawridge Band v Canada (Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development), 2009 FCA 
245, [2009] 4 CNLR 340, leave to appeal to SCC refused, [2009] SCCA No 430 (QL).

22 CRC, c 953 [Revenue Moneys Regulations]. 
23 Ibid, s 8(1).
24 Ibid, s 6(1).
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administration authority, or to any other particular order in council for partial 
authority.25 The INAC policy manual outlines the necessary process for ob-
taining section 69 authority, and it includes, among other things, demonstrated 
fiscalresponsibilityandconsentoftheband.

Aside from section 69 authority, First Nations can also subscribe to an-
cillary money-management legislation. The First Nations Oil and Gas and 
Moneys Management Act (the Oil, Gas, and Moneys Act), for example, es-
sentially replaces sections 61–69 of the Indian Act with its own scheme.26 The 
Oil, Gas, and Moneys Act is the legislative manifestation of a long-standing 
goal between the federal government and many First Nations, many of whom 
seek greater control of oil and gas activities and revenues.27 One would expect 
that to partake in the Oil, Gas, and Moneys Act the First Nation must have oil 
and gas resources located on reserve land. However, the Oil, Gas, and Mon-
eys Act is a two-pronged legislative scheme, the two parts of which operate 
independentlyofeachanother.Thefirstpartdealswithoilandgasmanage-
ment, allowing the First Nation to manage and regulate its exploration and 
exploitation.28 Thesecondbranchisafinance-managementschemethatcan
be joined into without these natural resources. Unlike section 69 authority, the 
financialschemeundertheOil,Gas,andMoneysActenablesthesubscribed
First Nation to control all of its Consolidated Revenue Fund money, including 
capital moneys, without ministerial approval.29 This constitutes the widest-
ranging control a First Nation can obtain of its revenue and capital moneys 
without using external trusts. 

It is important to recognize which procedural hurdle a First Nation has 
surmounted to distribute money because the legal capacity to apportion funds 
changes according to the procedure, and the process of challenging a distribu-

25 PC 1990-899, (1990) C Gaz II, 2183 [Revenue Moneys Order]. Prior to 1990, separate orders in 
council were created to allow First Nations to take advantage of section 69(1) authority under 
the Indian Act, supra note 14. Now it is INAC policy to amend the Revenue Moneys Order when 
granting a First Nation full authority over its revenue money, and to create separate orders for 
those who are granted partial authority. See Policy Manual, supra note 16, ch 3 at 6.

26 SC 2005, c 48, s 60. This strategy of voluntary opt-in legislation appears to be the preferred 
 avenue of Indian Act reform, rather than outright amendment. For a similar example, see the 
First Nations Fiscal and Statistical Management Act, SC 2005, c 9, which invalidates the taxa-
tion provisions of the Indian Act for its own regime.

27 Summative Evaluation of the First Nations Oil and Gas and Moneys Management Act Implemen-
tation, online: Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada <http://www.aandc-aadnc.
gc.ca>. 

28 The language of “exploration and exploitation” is used in s 6 of First Nations Oil and Gas and 
Moneys Management Act, supra note 26. The Indian Oil and Gas Act, RSC 1985, c I-7 places 
initial responsibility for these tasks in Indian Oil and Gas Canada.

29 First Nations Oil and Gas and Moneys Management Act, supra note 27, ss 7 and 30(1). Also 
see Fact Sheet–First Nations Oil and Gas and Moneys Management Act (FNOGMMA): Moneys 
Provisions, online: Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada <http://www.aand c-
aadnc.gc.ca>.
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The Legal Obligations of Band Councils  9

tion changes in tandem. The normal control mechanisms found in sections 
61–69 of the Indian Act, for example, provide for significantdepartmental
oversightintothereleaseofanymoneytotheFirstNationandimposefidu-
ciary obligations on the Crown, which I will explore below. The use of section 
69oroftheOil,Gas,andMoneysActshiftsthefiduciaryobligationtothe
band council, relieving the Crown of the burden of ensuring, for example, the 
fairness of the distribution of per capita funds to band members.  

External Trusts

Unless the First Nation decides that it would like the money to be kept in the 
Consolidated Revenue Fund accounts and managed by the Crown, settlement 
money from a government or private corporation often goes into an external 
trust. An external trust (that is, a trust outside the Consolidated Revenue Fund) 
is a versatile tool a band council can use to respond quickly and effectively to 
the needs of the First Nation. Due to the nature of a trust, the trustees (often 
a board composed of band members) are subject to all the normal obligations 
imposed at common law and statute. However, the trustees are also subject to 
the individual stipulations laid out in the instrument, and in this respect trust 
agreements can differ widely. For example, the 1907 Surrender Trust Agree-
ment of the Fishing Lake First Nation in Saskatchewan sets out the detailed 
powers of the trustees in section 12, such as the ability to engage an auditor 
or retain independent advisors.30 Further, the agreement limits the ability to 
distribute funds to the membership by allowing for a onetime only per capita 
distribution totalling $3,000,000.31  

The main difference between an external trust and a Consolidated Rev-
enue Fund trust account is INAC’s ability to oversee the expenditures of the 
First Nation and ensure they comply with section 61(1) of the Indian Act. 
Any money placed into an external trust is not held by Canada on behalf of 
the First Nation and therefore does not constitute Indian money qualifying 
for INAC oversight. The Crown is relieved of its administering position with 
regard to funds and INAC loses any jurisdiction to review the performance of 
an outside trustee. The Crown thus has no further involvement with the funds, 
which now have become the full responsibility of the First Nation and the 
trust company.32TheCrownmustthereforebesatisfiedthatrelievingitselfof
such monetary control lies in the best interests of the First Nation, in line with 
itsfiduciaryobligationsasatrustee.33

30 Fishing Lake First Nation, Fishing Lake 1907 Surrender Trust Agreement, online: Fishing Lake  
FirstNation<http://www.fishinglakefirstnation.com/pdf/FL_Trust_Agreement.pdf>ats12.1(a)-
(k) [Fishing Lake Trust].

31 Ibid, ss 3.01(a)(vii) and 3.02(a).
32 Policy Manual, supra note 16, ch 2 at 4.
33 Ermineskin SCC, supra note 13 at para 152.
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To establish an external trust to house settlement funds coming from the 
Crown, the band must satisfy certain procedural criteria that conform to the 
policiesof INAC,namely, themembership’s ratificationof the trustagree-
mentaftertheyhaveobtainedindependentlegalandfinancialadvice,thetrust
agreement’sratificationwiththemembership’sinformedconsent,andthede-
signofthetrustwiththebenefitofthenationasitsultimateobjective.34 Such 
procedures attempt to ensure that a First Nation as a whole is legally aware 
of theobligationsofadministeringa trust.Proofof thefulfillmentof these
criteria is contained in the resolutions of the band council, which serve as 
records for any authority requiring the consent of the band council or the band 
as a whole. For moneys acquired through a judgment in a civil action, no such 
proceduralcriterianeedtobefulfilled,ofcourse,asthemoneyneverpasses
through the hands of the Crown. 

The Powers of the Band Council and Band Council Resolutions

In the cases of Fort William and Cote, the band memberships were called on 
to vote in a referendum to ratify their respective settlement agreements. As in 
any large-scale vote, obtaining the majority votes of the entire band electorate 
makes for a cumbersome, time-consuming, and costly endeavour. For these 
reasons, such votes are reserved for the most fundamental of decisions. For 
day-to-day decisions, band councils act on simple, internal-majority votes. 

The Indian Act provides a legislative scheme that authorizes the band 
council and the band as a whole to act only by virtue of majority vote. As 
wasrequiredintheratificationoftheFortWilliamandCotesettlementagree-
ments, at times it is the power of the band’s entire electorate—rather than that 
of the band’s councillors and chief—that must be exercised. This division of 
powers is set out in section 2(3), where subsection (a) provides for the pow-
ers of the band and (b) provides for the powers of the band council.35 The 
division is strict; any encroachment from the band council onto the powers 
of the band will be declared ultra vires and devoid of effect.36 Similarly, any 
resolutionofthebandcouncilcompromisedduetoaconflictofinterest,or
not consented to by the required majority, is null.37 Yet once a majority of the 

34 Policy Manual, supra note 16, ch 2 at 4.
35 “2(3) Unless the context otherwise requires or this Act otherwise provides (a) a power conferred 

upon a band shall be deemed not to be exercised unless it is exercised pursuant to the consent of 
a majority of the electors of the band, and (b) a power conferred upon the council of a band shall 
be deemed not to be exercised unless it is exercised pursuant to the consent of a majority of the 
councillors of the band present at a meeting of the council duly convened.” See Indian Act, supra 
note 14 (emphasis added). 

36 See Lac La Ronge Indian Band v Canada, 1999 SKQB 218, [2000] 1 CNLR 245 at para 200, 
rev’d on other grounds 2001 SKCA 109, [2002] 1 WWR 673.

37 See, e.g., Kamloops Indian Band v Gottfriedson, 12 BCLR 326, [1982] 1 CNLR 60 [Gottfriedson].
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band councillors have passed a valid motion at a duly convened meeting, an 
enforceable resolutionhas come intoexistence.The resolutioncodifies the
details of the agreement, down to the date and time. Similar to resolutions 
passed by directors in a corporation,38 once a band council majority agrees to 
exercise a power under section 2(3)(b), the resolution thus created represents 
the council’s authority to act.39    

In some ways, band council resolutions are to band councils as council 
decisions are to municipal governments: they represent ways of exercising au-
thority delegated to them by the respective legislature. They also have the sup-
plementary function of explicitly encoding the band council’s choices. This 
additional function means that the band council’s actions may be challenged 
by calling the resolution into question. For example, to even accept funds on 
negotiation with Canada, never mind distribute them, any First Nation would 
have to pass a resolution similar to those of Fort William and Cote. Likewise, 
a restriction of a disbursement on the basis of residency and an exclusion of 
members from participation in a per capita distributionwouldbecodifiedin
a resolution as well. 

Evenwithoutthegrantofadditionalfinancialauthoritytothebandcoun-
cil via section 69 or via Oil, Gas, and Moneys Act authority, the band council 
holdssignificantpowerthroughstipulationsintheIndian Act. Its competen-
cies are in fact quite diverse and include the bylaw powers set out in sec-
tions81,83,and85,aswellasthefinancialpowersinsections61–69.They
range from the regulation of traffic,40 the prevention of disorderly conduct 
and nuisances,41 to the enforcement of other bylaws punishable on summary 
conviction.42 In addition, with the narrow exception of certain fundamental 
powers that engage the surrender of reserve land, band councils hold immense 
residual power under the Indian Act.43 “Band councils are created under the 
Indian Act and derive their authority to operate qua band councils exclusively 
from that Act,” stated Belzil JA speaking on behalf of the Alberta Court of 
Appeal in 1984; “they have no other source of power.”44 

Yet Belzil JA’s notion that a band council’s power must be found explic-
itly or implicitly within the Indian Act has become antiquated. There is now a 

38 See, e.g., the Business Corporations Act,SBC2002,c57,s1,forthedefinitionof“resolution”,
and ss 139–40 regarding the proceedings of directors in passing and revoking resolutions.

39 Though the actual term “resolution” is not present in the Indian Act, it is referred to in the Indian 
Band Council Procedure Regulations, CRC, c 950, ss 12, 13, and 22. 

40 Indian Act, supra note 14, s 81(1)(b).
41 Ibid, s 81(1)(d).
42 Ibid, s 81(1)(r).
43 See, e.g., Pitawanakwat v Wikwemikong Tribal Police Services, 2010 FC 917, 376 FTR 272, 

where the band council of Wikwemikong First Nation, in agreement with the provincial and 
federal government, established an Indigenous police force. Zinn J found that the police service 
depended on the band council for its existence and was therefore judicially reviewable.

44 Paul Band v R, [1984] 1 CNLR 87 at 94 (Alta CA). 
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growing line of jurisprudence for the proposition that band councils also hold 
a host of inherent private powers. Particularly when a band council acts in a 
purely private, commercial, and contractual nature, it cannot be said to draw 
this authority from the Indian Act. Similar to the inherent right to contract 
vested in the Crown, it is safe to say that band councils have attained the abil-
ity to act privately and conduct business.45Thisinfluencesthereviewabilityof
certain band council actions, but for the immediate purposes of this article, it 
demonstrates that band councils have become powerful entities as they pursue 
anddevelopself-sufficiency.Butaswithallinstitutionsvestedwithpowerin
the Canadian state, band councils are not granted untrammelled discretion to 
use that power.46 

Challenging the Decisions of Band Councils

Understanding band council resolutions is therefore integral to understanding 
what oversight is provided for in the law, and crucial to understanding the role 
of the courts when intervening into their affairs. The band council’s ability to 
affect the lives of the band’s membership through resolutions and, to some 
extent, through band-wide majority votes (either in referenda, general meet-
ings,orspecialmeetings)provessignificant.

The Federal Municipality Analogy

The band council and reserve system is a unique political arrangement in Can-
ada, with a long-standing history predating confederation. In 1869, under the 
constitutional authority of section 91(24),47 the newly created Parliament of 
Canada enacted the Gradual Enfranchisement Act to force the adoption of the 
band council system on all First Nations.48Sevenyearslater,in1876,thefirst
Indian Act consolidated all extant piecemeal legislation regarding  Aboriginals 
and Aboriginal lands, in the process creating a comprehensive legislative 
framework to control these band systems.49 This constant legislating meant 
to allow the government systematic interference in the pockets of Indigenous  
 

45 JG Morgan Development Corp v Canada (Minister of Public Works), [1992] 3 FC 783; Devil’s 
Gap Cottagers (1982) Ltd v Rat Portage Band No 38B, 2008 FC 812, [2009] 2 FCR 812; Wood 
Mountain First Nation v Canada (AG), 2006 FC 1297, 55 Admin LR (4th) 293; Algonquins of 
Barriere Lake v Algonquins of Barriere Lake (Council), 2010 FC 160, 362 FTR 285; Peace Hills 
Trust Co v Saulteaux First Nation, 2005 FC 1364, 281 FTR 201.

46 The famous proposition that the rule of law despises untrammelled discretion comes from 
 Roncarelli v Duplessis, [1959] SCR 121.

47 Constitution Act, 1867 (UK), 30 & 31 Vict, c 3, reprinted in RSC 1985, App II, No 5.
48 An Act for the Gradual Enfranchisement of Indians, the Better Management of Indian Affairs, 

and to Extend the Provisions of the Act, 1869 (31 Vict), c 42.
49 An Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws Respecting Indians, 1876, c 18 [Indian Act 1876]. 
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self-government. Practically speaking, band councils were designed to be 
local mouthpieces for the federal government for the primary purpose of 
realizing control over the Aboriginal population, which still remains highly 
dispersed across the most remote areas of the massive Canadian land.50

Created to resemble local municipalities, band councils share similar 
mandates, obligations, and constraints. In much the same way that municipali-
ties are subordinate to the province, band councils are subordinate entities of 
the federal government. This federal municipality conceptualization captures 
the essence of the largely autonomous role that chiefs and band councillors 
play in a band’s management, while still acknowledging that their devolved 
authority ultimately has its roots in the Constitution. “As municipal councils  
are the ‘creatures of the Legislatures of the Provinces,’” said Cameron JA of 
the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal, “so Indian Band Councils are the ‘crea-
tures’ of the Parliament of Canada.”51 Likewise, we can look to the band itself 
as resembling electors in a municipal context, or shareholders in a corpo-
rate one.52 On many occasions the federal courts, as well as appellate courts 
throughout Canada, have made these analogies, at times using the functional 
similarities to rely on case law from decisions involving traditional munici-
palities to justify a judgment.53 

While it can be argued that it is inappropriate for courts to criticize the 
decision-making processes of band councils—processes often cultivated from 
history and culture—the courts have never accepted this. Jerome ACJ, in the 
case of Ermineskin v Ermineskin Band Council, summarized the law’s attitude 
best when he declared that at “the very least, the [band] Council must exercise 
its discretionary powers fairly and failure to do so will, in the appropriate cir - 
cumstances, warrant judicial intervention.”54 Yet the courts have in the past 
disagreed on where the proper jurisdiction rested for such intervention.

50 MarthaWallsdescribestherationalebehindthebandcouncilsystemas“twofold”:first,to“cur-
tail the authority of chiefs selected by Aboriginal custom,” and second, to “strengthen Otta wa’s  
ability to monitor and direct Aboriginal political activities.” See Martha Elizabeth Walls,  
No Need of a Chief for This Band (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2010) at 63.  

51 Re Whitebear Band Council and Carpenters Provincial Council of Saskatchewan et al, 135 DLR 
(3d) 128, [1982] 3 CNLR 181 at para 13 [Whitebear].

52 Sabattis v Oromocto Indian Band (1986), 32 DLR (4th) 680, [1987] 3 CNLR 99 (NB CA) at 684 
[Sabattis]. By that same reasoning, the band as a whole, when exercising its powers, does not fall 
under the Federal Courts Act’s purview. 

53 Canadian Pacific v Matsqui Indian Band, [2000] 1 CNLR 21 at paras 99, 100 (FCA); Whitebear, 
supra note 51 at paras 13–14 (Sask CA); Sabattis, supra note 52; Chadee v Ross (1996), 139 
DLR (4th) 589, [1997] 2 CNLR 48 at para 35–36 (Man CA); Deer v Mohawk Council of Kahn-
awake, [1991] 2 FC 18, 41 FTR 306 (TD); and Corbiere v Canada, [1994] 1 CNLR 71 [Corbiere 
Trial] (FCTD).

54 (1995), 96 FTR 181, 55 ACWS (3d) 888 at para 11 [Ermineskin–1995] (FC).
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Jurisdiction of the Federal Court and the Superior Court

It is trite law that for a court to have jurisdiction, it must have jurisdiction 
over the parties, the subject matter, and the remedy.55 Section 17 of the Fed-
eral Courts Act grants concurrent original jurisdiction over civil matters that 
involve the federal Crown to the Federal Court.56 Section 17(2) gives several 
relevant examples, without restricting the generality of 17(1), such as when 
the Crown has possession of land, goods, or money of a person, or the claim 
arises out of contract by which the Crown is a party. By having concurrent 
jurisdiction, the plaintiff has the option of framing the action as she or he 
wishes, and of choosing the forum. For example, in Matsqui First Nation 
v Canada (AG), Fenlon J of the British Columbia Superior Court rejected a 
claim by the federal Crown to strike out a claim of the Matsqui First Nation, 
stating it encroached on the exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal Court. He 
disagreed, and while he acknowledged that the Federal Court did have cer-
tain exclusive jurisdictions, this was not such a case.57 He applied the recent 
Supreme Court case of Canada (AG) v TeleZone Inc.58, which acknowledged 
that the Federal Courts Act was not written with the intention to oust the 
jurisdiction of the provincial court system to deal with civil matters, even if it 
involves the federal Crown. 

Where the Federal Court does have exclusive jurisdiction is in judicial 
review. By virtue of section 18(1)(b), only the Federal Court may grant an 
application to review the actions of a “federal board, commission or other 
tribunal” under section 2(1) of the Federal Courts Act.59 The provincial courts 
have no jurisdiction, due to section 18(1)(a), to grant relief against these enti-
ties, including injunctions, writs of certiorari, prohibition, mandamus or quo 
warranto, or granting declaratory relief. However, early jurisprudence by the 
Supreme Court of Canada shows that the court was hesitant to place band 
councilswithinthescopeofthisdefinition.60  

Laskin J, as he then was, in the early case of Canada (AG) v Lavell, 
reflectedonthethoughtsofOslerJfromtheSupremeCourtofOntario.He
worriedly speculated that a “Band Council has some resemblance to the board 
of directors of a corporation, and if the words of s. 2(g) [now section 2] are 
taken literally, they are broad enough to embrace boards of directors in re-
spect of powers given to them under such federal statutes.”61 These comments 
were strictly obiter dicta, as Laskin J was not only speaking in dissent but 

55 R v Mills, [1986] 1 SCR 863 at para 53.
56 RSC 1985, c F-7 [FCA].
57 2012 BCSC 492 at para 29.
58 2010 SCC 62, [2010] 3 SCR 585 [TeleZone].
59 FCA, supra note 56. 
60 Canada (AG) v Lavell (1973), [1974] SCR 1349 [Lavell].
61 Ibid at 1379.
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also refused to comment conclusively on the issue. The case law has since 
rejected this position in waves. Beginning with the provincial superior courts 
in Quebec as early as 1975, support has grown behind the characterization 
that band councils indeed come under the jurisdiction of the Federal Court.62 
This gives the Federal Court, along with the concurrent jurisdiction to hear 
matters that claim relief from the Crown, the exclusive jurisdiction to review 
band council resolutions that do not concern the purely commercial acts of 
the band council. 

At times, these two jurisdictions seemingly overlap. For the purposes of 
challenging a discriminatory per capita distribution, individual band members 
must know whether they are actually seeking damages or to have an unlaw-
fulresolutionquashed.Itdoesnotsufficethatthebandcouncilisafederal
body to invoke the exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal Court. For example, 
in Sakchekapo-Gabrie v North Caribou Lake First Nation,63 the defendant 
argued on a motion to the Ontario Superior Court that the action, while framed 
as a private wrong, was in fact a judicial review that engaged the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the Federal Court. The same issue of impermissible collateral 
attacks constituted the central focus of the Supreme Court in TeleZone and 
of the British Columbia Superior Court in Matsqui, mentioned above. Bin-
nie J, speaking for a unanimous Supreme Court in TeleZone, acknowledged 
that the judicial review process in the Federal Courts Act is designed for the 
“litigant who wishes to strike quickly and directly at the action (or inaction) it 
complains about.”64 But as long as the cause of action is reasonable, it should 
continue in the general jurisdiction of the Superior Court. J. S. Fregeau J, 
 applying this sentiment to the North Caribou case before him, decided that 
the private action for damages by Ms. Sakchekapo-Gabrie had reasonable 
substance, and therefore was not a judicial review in disguise.

The case law that will be presented in part 2 of this article spans private 
actions for damages, judicial reviews to challenge a band council’s decision 
(either on its procedure or on its merits), and criminal actions against those 
who would defraud the band as a whole. Where part 1 explained where the 
band council sits in relationship to its membership, part 2 explores how the 
case law has evolved around this relationship, and how it responds to it. The 
caselawnotonlydefinesthelimitationsofabandcouncil’sabilitytoactbut
also the nuances of that ability. 

62 Rice v Council of the Band of Iroquois of Caughnawaga, February 13, 1975, unreported, Supe-
rior Court of Quebec, No 500 05-015 993-742; cited in Canatonquin v Gabriel, [1978] 1 FC 124, 
aff’d [1980] 2 FC 792 at para 1 (CA); and Ermineskin–1995, supra note 54.

63 2011 ONSC 1070, JS Fregeau J.
64 TeleZone, supra note 58 at para 26.
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III Recent Case Law
More than one legal mechanism has developed in the case law to bind the 
hands of band councils when making per capita distributions to the band 
membership. As explained in the previous section, distributions of this nature 
are complicated because they involve numerous discrete steps, all of which 
areopen to judicial scrutiny.While thespecificpowers invokedwilldiffer
situationally—for example, distributing revenue moneys under section 66(1) 
or through section 69 authority of the Indian Act—distributions inevitably 
involve the exercise of two distinct powers: a procedural and a substantive 
one. The distinction becomes pragmatically relevant depending on the exact 
point of the distribution process: the procedural power deals with the deci-
sion to act, the substantive one with the act itself. I call this phenomenon of 
procedural and substantive safeguards working in tandem the “dual barrier”.

The Dual Barrier: Procedural Safeguards

The focus of any procedural safeguard is to protect the process by which de-
cisions are made. Off-reserve Aboriginal people, similar to minority share-
holders, not only require the fundamental ability to voice their concerns but 
also must not be unduly kept from exercising their voting power. Restricting 
this exercise has raised equality concerns that have engaged section 15 of the 
Charter.

Aboriginal Residence

On May 20, 1999, the case of John Corbiere, Charlotte Syrette, Claire Rob-
inson, and Frank Nolan, on their own behalf and on behalf of all non-resident 
membersoftheBatchewanaFirstNation,finallyconcludedwiththeSupreme
Court of Canada releasing its reasons in Corbiere v Canada.65 Mr. Corbiere 
had served for more than a decade as chief of the Batchewana First Nation.66 
He challenged the constitutionality of section 77 of the Indian Act, arguing 
that the requirement for band members to be “ordinarily resident on the re-
serve” to participate in band elections was inconsistent with section 15(1) 
of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.67 The heart of the challenge, in the 

65 [1999] 2 SCR 203, [1999] 3 CNLR 19 [Corbiere Supreme Court],aff’gwithmodifiedremedy
[1997] 3 CNLR 21 [Corbiere Appeal] (FCA).Thestatementofclaimwasoriginallyfilednearly
a decade before, on November 19, 1990. See Corbiere Trial, supra note 53 at para 1. The stand-
ing of John Corbiere was approved of by Joyal J of the Federal Court in 1991, [1992] 2 CNLR 
31 [Corbiere Standing].

66 Batchewana First Nation, Batchewana First Nation Chief and Councillors ~1948 to 2000~, 
 online: Batchewana First Nation of Ojibways <http://www.batchewana.ca>. 

67 Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule 
B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c 11. Section 15(1) reads that “[e]very individual is 
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original statement of claim, was repeated by Joyal J when he adjudicated the 
issue of standing. “The statement of claim alleges,” he stated, “inter alia, that 
non-resident members comprise a two-to-one majority in the band member-
ship but by reason of the residency rules, they have no say in the management 
of band moneys, property and lands held in common.”68 It was clear that such 
a blanket ban created a distinction between those who lived on the reserve and 
those living off it, which the majority opinion held to be discriminatory and 
unsalvageableasajustifiablelimitundersection1.Thewordsremaininthe
statute as a testament to Parliament’s inactivity, though now, pursuant to the 
remedial section of the Charter and the supremacy clause of the Constitution 
Act, 1982, they no longer hold force or effect.  

The subject matter of the judgment was remarkably narrow because it 
only dealt with section 77, but the effect was wide reaching. By creating the 
concept of Aboriginal residency as an analogous ground of discrimination, 
theSupremeCourttriggeredaprocessofpolicyreviewthatwouldinfluence
subsequent actions of the federal government and heavily impact a new body 
of case law on discrimination in First Nation communities.69 For example, the 
Federal Court had no trouble striking down customary band election prac-
tices, which were not governed by the Indian Act, using the reasoning articu-
lated by the Supreme Court.70 The Federal Court of Appeal eventually applied 
Corbiere to declare that the same “ordinarily resident on the reserve” words 
found in section 75(1), which prevented off-reserve band members from 
running in elections, were also unconstitutional.71 It did so in all of 12 para-
graphs, the majority of which was more concerned with the issue of remedy.72 
In Thompson v Leq’a:mel First Nation Council,73 the Federal Court widened 
the ground to include any distinction in off-reserve residence. “To the extent 

equalbeforeandunderthelawandhastherighttotheequalprotectionandequalbenefitofthe
law without discrimination and, in particular, without discrimination based on race, national or 
ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability.”

68 Corbiere Standing, supra note 65 at 32.
69 In line with the decision, the federal government amended the Indian Band Election Regulations, 

CRC, c 952, and the Indian Referendum Regulations, CRC, c 957, to allow off-reserve band 
members to vote in elections and referenda, respectively. Furthermore, this decision was particu-
larlyinfluentialindevelopingthefederalgovernmentprogramknownastheFirstNationsGov-
ernanceInitiative.FormoreinformationontheinfluenceofCorbiere, see the comprehensive 
article by John Provart, “Reforming the Indian Act: First Nations Governance and Aboriginal 
Policy in Canada” (2003) 2 Indigenous LJ 117. 

70 See, e.g., Cockerill v Fort McMurray First Nation #468, [2011] FCJ No 1736 (QL) (FCA); 
Thompson v Leq’a:mel First Nation, 2007 FC 707, 333 FTR 17 (additional reasons at [2007] 
FC 1136) [Leq’a:mel]; Clifton v Hartley Bay Indian Band, 2005 FC 1030, [2006] 2 FCR 24.

71 Esquega v Canada (AG), 2008 FCA 182, [2008] 3 CNLR 115, aff’g 2005 FC 1097.
72 The decision focused on whether or not reading down the particular words “ordinarily resident 

on the reserve,” as opposed to the trial remedy of striking the whole provision, was appropriate 
on appeal.

73 Leq’a:mel, supra note 70.
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that there may be some symbolic value in the Leq’a:mel voters living in the 
traditional Stó-lo territory,” said Strayer DJ, “the effect of denial of the vote 
to persons living outside that territory is clearly disproportionately severe.”74 
Even though these cases all dealt strictly with election provisions, either in 
the Indian Act or in custom election regulations, it did not take long before the 
application of the concept of Aboriginal residence was expanded even further.

One such case from the Federal Court of Appeal in 2003, Ardoch Algon-
quin First Nation v Canada (AG),75 demonstrates this expansion. The case 
dealt with a constitutional challenge to a program implemented by the Depart-
ment of Human Resources and Development Canada.76 The program exclud-
ed “non-band communities,” First Nations not designated as “Indian Bands” 
within the Indian Act, from local control of their labour-training programs. 
Rothstein JA agreed with Lemieux J of the Federal Court that the decision 
to restrict the program to only First Nations with a reserve would invoke the 
analogous ground of Aboriginal residence. He declared, “Lemieux J. drew 
on Corbiere, Lovelace, and the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples to 
findthatgovernment’srefusaltoenterintothefirsttypeof[agreement]with
the Respondents’ communities perpetuated the historical disadvantage and 
stereotyping of off-reserve Aboriginal communities.”77 Yet Ardoch implicitly 
widened the concept of Aboriginal residence; where Corbiere had struck down 
a line between members of the same First Nation, Ardoch did the same to the 
line drawn between different First Nations. The case law strongly implied 
significantmalleabilitywhenapplyingtheAboriginal-residenceconcept.

It is important to note that some post-Corbiere jurisprudence from the 
Federal Court of Appeal did put in place limitations on the applicability of 
 Aboriginal residence as an analogous ground. In particular, the case of the 
Chippewas of Nawash First Nation v Canada (Minister of Fisheries and 
Oceans)78 determined that Aboriginal residence per se is not an analogous 
ground,butthatitshouldbedefinedmorenarrowlyas“off-reservestatus.”
A reconciliation of Chippewas and Ardoch would lead to the confusing im-
plication that a division between two First Nations, both of whom have re-
serves, can be drawn, while one between a First Nation with a reserve and 
another without cannot. Another limitation arose in Horn v Canada (Minister 
of  National Revenue),79 which considered the tax-exemption section of the 

74 Ibid at para 24.
75 Ardoch Algonquin First Nation v Canada (AG), 2003 FCA 473, [2004] 2 FCR 108 [Ardoch].
76 The department has since been renamed Human Resources and Skills Development Canada 

(HRSDC).
77 Ardoch, supra note 75 at para 36.
78 2002 FCA 485, [2003] 3 FC 233.
79 2008 FCA 352, leave to appeal refused, [2009] SCCA No 8 (QL) aff’g 2007 FC 1052, 286 DLR 

(4th) 524.
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Indian Act, section 87.80 The trial judge held that Corbiere did not apply to the 
context of the location of personal property such as the location of an employ-
er, and simply would not include an immutable characteristic to demonstrate 
discrimination. The Federal Court of Appeal did not comment on the particu-
larissue,butaffirmedthejudgment,againironically,in12shortparagraphs.

Clearly, while there have been attempts at limiting the ratio in Corbiere, 
the courts in general have quite generously applied it. Taking Corbiere out-
side the context of the band council and the review of resolutions and voting 
is where the case law on limitations seems to build. Nonetheless, the case 
law has consistently reinforced that Aboriginal residence can be raised as a 
ground of discrimination in voting procedures. When considering a vote on 
something other than electoral reform, such as a per capita distribution, the 
case law has applied equally as forcefully to the formation of resolutions.

Application of Aboriginal Residence to Non-election Band Council Resolutions

Band council resolutions can be declared illegal, both on judicial review and 
in civil actions, for a variety of reasons. A resolution that does not properly 
authorizethepowerwhichitseekstograntisdeficient,andthereforevoid.
Unlessaspecificactiondoesnotrequirethepriorresolutionofthebandor
the membership, the person who exercises the power will encounter liability.81 
Kamloops Indian Band v Gottfriedson, for example, regarded the sale of a 
parcel of reserve land to the defendant under section 20 of the Indian Act.82 
The defendant, August Gottfriedson, took possession of what were about 98 
acres of land from the Kamloops Indian Reserve No. 1. The court challenge 
revealed hefty evidence of foul play. It was bad enough that the defendant 
took possession although the minister had not approved the resolution, as 

80 “87. (1) Notwithstanding any other Act of Parliament or any Act of the legislature of a province, 
but subject to section 83 and section 5 of the First Nations Fiscal and Statistical Management 
Act, the following property is exempt from taxation: (a) the interest of an Indian or a band in 
reserve lands or surrendered lands; and (b) the personal property of an Indian or a band situated 
on a reserve.” See Indian Act, supra note 14; and First Nations Fiscal and Statistical Manage-
ment Act, supra note 26.

81 Recently, the Quebec Court of Appeal in Crevette du Nord Atlantique inc v Council of the 
Malécites de Viger First Nation, 2012 QCCA 7, [2012] 3 CNLR 34, leave to appeal refused, 
[2012] SCCA No 107 (QL), read the introductory words of s 2(3), particularly “[u]nless the 
context otherwise requires,” as allowing First Nations to ratify contracts without resorting to 
s 2(3)(b). In that case, the court said that a liberal approach should be taken to the Indian Act 
(supra note 14 at para 62), and that on the particular facts, which involved the sale of shrimp in 
averylimitedfishingseason,acontractcouldbemadeout.Thecourtrealizedthatitwaseither
overturningor significantlywidening a longprecedentof case law.See, e.g.,Heron Seismic 
Services Ltd v Muscowpetung Indian Band (1991), 86 DLR (4th) 767, [1992] 4 CNLR 32 (Sask 
CA), aff’g (1990), 74 DLR (4th) 308, [1991] 2 CNLR 52 (Sask QB); Isolation Sept-Iles inc c 
Bande des Montagnais de Sept-Iles et Maliotenam (1987), [1987] RJQ 2063, [1989] 2 CNLR 49 
(CS) [Maliotenam]; Brass v Peepeekisis Cree Nation #81, 2004 SKCA 40, 254 Sask R 3.

82 Gottfriedson, supra note 37.
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 required for any land transfer under section 20; but the defendant also sat on 
the band council, and his father was chief. Because he had breached the trust 
of the band, equitable defences were not open to him. The defendant was held 
to be unlawfully in possession of the land because the resolution was unen-
forceable. Similarly, in Isolation Sept-Iles inc c Bande des Montagnais de 
Sept-Iles et Maliotenam,83 the plaintiff insulation company brought an action 
againsttheFirstNationforthespecificperformanceofacontract.Therewas
no band council resolution, though evidence existed to support the agreement. 
Tourigny JCS saw this as fatal to the plaintiff’s claim and dismissed it.84   

Both the Gottfriedson and the Isolation Sept-Iles decisions predate the 
Charter, but they demonstrate that resolutions must comply with the statutory 
authority they attempt to authorize. Once the Charter came into existence, 
courts slowly adopted the argument that band council resolutions fell under 
their scrutiny because band councils exercised authority delegated from the 
Indian Act. In his supplementary reasons in Horse Lake First Nation v Horse-
man, Lee J of the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench cited various authorities 
for this proposition, including P. W. Hogg’s analysis of section 32.85  In con-
clusion, he held that the “Charter should apply to any decision or by-law or 
action the Band Council or the Band makes under the authority of the Indian 
Act because the Band is using its statutory authority to regulate the life of its 
members.”86 Since all reviewable powers of the band council are found in 
the Indian Act, all such resolutions are subject to Charter scrutiny, including 
discrimination on the ground of Aboriginal residence under section 15.

In 1996, the Ginoogaming First Nation of Ontario settled a claim with 
what was then Ontario Hydro for the construction in 1937–38 of a 300-foot 
wide,50-foothighconcretedamontheKenogamiRiver,whichcausedflood-
ing on the reserve.87 The settlement agreement totalled just over $4 million, 
with recurring annual payments to the First Nation.88 Just as the Fort William  
and Cote had to ratify their settlement agreements with the federal govern-

83 Maliotenam, supra note 81.
84 Tourigny JCS, at paragraph 16, made the oft-cited analogy between band councils and munici-

palities. In this context she referred to unauthorized municipal work being unenforceable, citing 
then Professor Thérèse Rousseau-Houle’s work, Les contrats de construction en droit public et 
privé (Montreal:Wilson&Lafleur/SOREJ,1982)at141.

85 2003 ABQB 152 at para 12 [Horseman]. Also see P. W. Hogg, Constitutional Law of Canada, 
loose-leaf ed. (Toronto: Carswell, 1997) at 34-12.1: “[t]he distinctive characteristic of action 
taken under statutory authority is that it involves a power of compulsion that is not possessed 
by a private individual or organization. . . . Where the Parliament or Legislature has delegated a 
power of compulsion to a body or person, then the Charter will apply to the delegate”; Nakochee 
v Linklater (1993), 40 ACWS (3d) 56 (CJ-GD) at para 45. 

86 Horseman, supra note 85 at para 29.
87 For more information, see Susan Campbell, “‘White Gold’ versus Aboriginal Rights” in Bruce 

W. Hodgins, Ute Lischke & David T. McNab, eds, Blockades and Resistance: Studies in Actions 
of Peace and the Temagami Blockades (Waterloo, ON: Wilfrid Laurier Press, 2003) 127 at 131.

88 Medeiros v Ginoogaming First Nation, 2001 FCT 1318 at para 49 [Medeiros].
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mentbecausetheagreementsextinguishedallclaimsarisingoutofaspecific
incident, the Ginoogaming had to do the same. Yet the Ginoogaming chose 
toexcludefromtheratificationprocessoff-reservememberswholivedinthe
town of Hornepayne, even though the chief had assured them of their par-
ticipation in mutual communications.89 Further, the Ginoogaming established 
truststhatonlybenefittedon-reservemembers.Inresponse,off-reservemem-
bers brought an application for judicial review on the basis of discrimination. 
Even though the decision in Corbiere had been released two years earlier, the 
members did not invoke the Charter.

In his judgment, Lemieux J reviewed the principles in Corbiere and found 
that excludingoff-reservemembers froma settlement ratificationvotewas
discrimination based on Aboriginal residence. Although there was no per 
capita distribution in this case, Lemieux J found this to have no import: when 
funds are acquired by a First Nation on settling a land claim, the entire band 
has an interest in the extinguishment of that claim.90 He found that the case 
before him, as in Corbiere, was “an illustration of the off-reserve Aborigi-
nal peoples’ vulnerability and in the way their needs and perspectives have 
been cast aside.”91 The exclusion thus was a procedural error that violated the 
Charter, and any trust that arose from it would become ultra vires the powers 
of the Ginoogaming band council.92 While Lemieux J did not acknowledge 
that his was a unique way of applying the ratio in Corbiere,itwasthefirst
time it had been applied to a discriminatory procedural error neither found in 
a provision of the Indian Act nor related to election rules. In the case of a per 
capita distribution, invoking Corbiere in the same manner as Medeiros would 
prevent an unequal distribution between on- and off-reserve members.  

A Pragmatic Look at Procedure

Thefirstbarrierwithinthedualbarrieristheproceduralsafeguard.Thisbarri-
er aims to ensure that there is no distinction between on- and off-reserve mem-
bers in the case of a vote affecting the band as a whole, such as a settlement 
ratification.Whatmakesthissafeguardsoeffectiveisthatifaratificationvote
includes the entire band membership, with the majority of band members now 
living off reserve, the enactment of a discriminatory trust agreement running 
against their own pecuniary interests would become unlikely. There is thus 

89 Ibid at para 19.
90 Ibid at para 119.
91 Ibid at para 91.
92 Sharlow J, in an application for an order to extend the time to bring an application for judicial 

review, determined that there was no arguable case to review Ginoogaming’s decision to ratify 
the agreement, just the substance of subsequent trusts: Medeiros v Ginoogaming First Nation, 
[1999] FCJ No 745, 88 ACWS (3d) 946. For that reason, Lemieux J focuses on the procedure 
only insofar as it invalidates the trusts.
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greater likelihood of discrimination against the off-reserve membership in a 
First Nation where most members continue to live on the reserve.

Despite the apparent usefulness of Lemieux’s J’s judgment, the ruling in 
Medeiros hasbeenananomaly.Whiletherehasbeenlitigationoverratifica-
tion processes,93 the exclusion of off-reserve members from a vote is a rar-
ity.Ilookatsettlementratificationprocessespragmaticallytounderstandthe
lack of litigation in this area. The most powerful logic on why the case law 
on discrimination in First Nations voting is lacking would be because of the 
time limitation on judicial review, which according to section 18.1(2) of the 
Federal Courts Act is 30 days. Furthermore, with the majority of First  Nation 
members now living off reserve, and settlement agreements often highly pub-
licized even among off-reserve members, intense political pressure comes 
from the off-reserve perspective. As the focus shifts to the growing urban Ab-
original population, it becomes harder to discriminate against it. At the second 
step, the procedural barrier is coupled with the substantive safeguard, which 
looks at the context of the distribution, rather than at the way it was enacted.  

The Dual Barrier: Substantive Safeguards

The second barrier is rooted in the concept that the band council sits in a posi-
tion of trust and authority in relation to the band as a whole. The relationship 
between the band council and the band is built on many of the same principles 
that characterize the relationship between the First Nation and the federal 
government. Band councils have frequently found themselves liable for not 
adheringtothehighobligationthatfiduciarydutiesimposeonthem,particu-
larlyinrespecttothewaytheymanagetheband’sfinancesandresources.The
recent increase of per capita distributions by First Nations to their respective 
memberships makes it pertinent that First Nations are aware of these respon-
sibilities and ensure that the actions they take do not unfairly disadvantage 
any part of the band’s population. To understand the nature of the relationship 
between the band and the band council, which mirrors this section’s format, it 
isnecessarytofirstlookatthefiduciaryobligationsingeneral,andthenatthe
evolution of duty within band councils and how it applies practically. 

Fiduciary Obligations in General and to First Nations

Theword“fiduciary”describesarelationshipofutmosttrust,onewherethe
law will go to great lengths to maintain balance between the parties involved. 
TamarFrankelinherrecentworkonfiduciarylawarguesthatthebasicele-

93 See, e.g., Randall v Caldwell First Nation of Point Pelee, 189 FTR 182; Strikes with a Gun  
v Canada (Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development), 2003 FCT 431; Albert v 
 Norway House Cree Nation, 75 ACWS (3d) 984.
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ments of all fiduciary relationships involve an entrustment of property or
power from one party to another, and because of that entrustment, the entrus-
tor bears risk that requires legal protection.94 Paul Miller agrees in essence 
andcommentsthattheconceptofafiduciaryrelationshipanditstheoretical
building blocks hinge on what is known as “the duty of loyalty.”95 This com-
mon law, and at times statutory duty, as the title suggests, require the entrustee 
to show an unwavering loyalty to the entrustor, thereby promoting the latter’s 
best interests on the entrustor’s behalf.

In Galambos v Perez, the Supreme Court of Canada distinguished be-
tween per se fiduciaryrelationshipsandadhocfiduciaryduties.Theformer
describes a categorized relationship that naturally spawns fiduciary duties,
while the latter is a factual situation that gives rise to duties without that pre-
established relationship.96 While not every legal claim between the Crown and 
anAboriginalwillbedefinedasbeingfiduciaryinnature,itisarelationship
that the courts have recognized as one that attracts these duties. Though not 
wholly applicable to per capita distributions, which involve the band council 
inlieuoftheCrown,fiduciaryprinciplesintheAboriginalcontextcannotbe
discussed without mentioning the sui generis duties unique to the Crown-
Aboriginal relationship. 

The Supreme Court, beginning with the case of Guerin v Canada,97 has 
heldthattheCrownwasinafiduciaryrelationshipwithFirstNationswhen
it held land under section 18(1) of the Indian Act.98 While the holding of land 
did not become a true “trust in the private law sense,” according to Dickson 
J,theobligationinsection18(1)todealwiththeland“fortheuseandbenefit
oftheband”wasabsolutelyofafiduciarynature.99 Shortly after, in the case 
of R v Sparrow,100theCrownwasheldtobeinafiduciaryrelationshipunder
section 35(1) of the Constitution in enacting legislation that may have a nega-
tive impact on Aboriginal rights.101 Once again, despite Guerin and Sparrow, 
clearly not every interaction between Aboriginal peoples and the Crown will 
haveafiduciarycharacter;morerecentcaselawfromtheSupremeCourthas

 94 Tamar Frankel, Fiduciary Law (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011) at 4.
 95 Paul B. Miller, “Justifying Fiduciary Duties” (2013) 58:4 McGill LJ 969. 
 96 Galambos v Perez, 2009 SCC 48, [2009] 3 SCR 247 [Galambos].
 97 Guerin v Canada, [1984] 2 SCR 335 [Guerin].
 98 “18(1)SubjecttothisAct,reservesareheldbyHerMajestyfortheuseandbenefitoftherespec-

tive bands for which they were set apart, and subject to this Act and to the terms of any treaty 
or surrender, the Governor in Council may determine whether any purpose for which lands in a 
reserveareusedoraretobeusedisfortheuseandbenefitoftheband.”SeeIndian Act, supra 
note 14.

 99 Guerin, supra note 97 at paras 83–84.
100 R v Sparrow, [1990] 1 SCR 1075.
101 Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c 11, s 35(1). 

“The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby recog-
nizedandaffirmed.”
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shown that the nature of the relationship is the key determining factor, not the 
actors.102 Yet there is no doubt that when the Crown is engaged in “trust-like” 
behaviour, such as in the management of moneys held in the Consolidated 
Revenue Fund, it will be impressedwiththesamefiduciarycharacteristicsas
a trustee at common law.103 

Because of the development of an onerous relationship between the 
Crown and First Nations, INAC has taken the policy position that it must act 
toahighstandardofimpartialityandinthebestinterestsbothofaspecific
First Nation and of its individual members.104 Whenever the Crown confronts 
First Nations with a position for the management of their held funds that goes 
against their wishes, with the exception of where that position is authorized 
by statute,105 it has found itself liable. For example, in the recent 2012 case of 
White Bear First Nations v Canada (Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development), the Federal Court of Appeal found that the minister’s choice 
to release funds to only one band and not to two others resulted in a breach of 
dutiesasafiduciaryandtrustee.106 

The Crown undoubtedly still maintains a powerful role in the manage-
ment of band funds where revenue and capital moneys are kept in Consoli-
dated Revenue Fund accounts. Pragmatically speaking, however, the choice 
to make a per capita distribution does not reside with the Crown. The Crown 
rarelybreachesitsfiduciarydutiesincircumstanceswhereapercapita distri-
butionhasbeenagreedtobecausefundsarefirsttransferredtothecontrolof
the band, either by their own management authority (e.g., section 69 author-

102 In both Gladstone v Canada, 2005 SCC 21, [2005] 1 SCR 325, and Wewaykum Indian Band 
v Canada, 2002 SCC 79, [2002] 4 SCR 245, the Supreme Court acknowledged that the court 
requiresatrust-likefactsituationtoimposeafiduciarydutybetweentheCrownandAboriginal
people.“AlthoughtheCrowninmanyinstancesdoesoweafiduciarydutytoAboriginalpeople,
itisthenatureoftherelationship,notthespecificcategoryofactorinvolved,thatgivesrisetoa
fiduciaryduty,”saidMajorJinGladstone at para 23. “Not every situation involving Aboriginal 
peopleandtheCrowngivesrisetoafiduciaryduty.”AlsoseePolchies v Canada, 2007 FC 493, 
[2007] 3 CNLR 242 and Canada (AG) v Virginia Fontaine Memorial Treatment Centre Inc et 
al, 2006 MBQB 85, 203 Man R (2d) 48.

103 Ermineskin SCC, supra note 13 at paras 72–74. Also see Manitoba Métis Federation Inc v Canada 
(AG), 2010 MBCA 71 at para 737: “Thetestfordeterminingwhetherafiduciaryobligationexists
withinaCrown-Aboriginalrelationshipiscomposedoftwoparts;aspecificorcognizableinter-
est, and an undertaking of discretionary control by the Crown in the nature of a private law duty.”

104 Policy Manual, supra note 16, ch 1 at 7.
105 See, e.g., Ermineskin SCC, supra note 13 at paras 72–75, where the First Nation wanted their 

oil and gas royalties invested on par with the duty of a common law trustee to do so. The court 
agreed that such a duty would normally exist, however, “legislation may limit the discretion and 
actionsofafiduciary,whetherthatfiduciaryistheCrownoranyoneelse.”Inthiscase,theIndian 
Act, supra note 14, the Financial Administration Act, supra note 15, and the Indian Oil and Gas 
Act, supra note 28, prohibited the investment of the royalties; therefore, it was reasonable for the 
Crown to refuse.  

106 White Bear First Nations v Canada (Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development), 
2012 FCA 224, 434 NR 185.
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ity) or through an authorized resolution under the relevant sections of the 
Indian Act. The majority of the substantive safeguards in place to protect band 
members from unequal per capita distributions are therefore born from the 
duty that has developed between the band council and the band as a whole, 
rather than from between the Crown and Aboriginal peoples. 

Evolution of Fiduciary Duties in Band Councils

Just as theCrownstands in thepositionof afiduciary toFirstNations, so
dothebandcouncillorsandchiefstandinafiduciarypositionwithrespect
to the band as awhole. Elected officials in general, inmunicipal councils
orotherwise,havebeenfoundbyvariouslevelsofcourttostandinafidu-
ciary relationship with their electorate.107 As early as 1992, in Gilbert v Abbey, 
Skipp J found that band councils were not exempt from this rule’s general 
application. “There can be no question that a duly-elected chief as well as the 
membersofabandcouncilarefiduciariesasfarasallothermembersofthe
band are concerned,” he stated. “The chief upon being elected, undertakes to 
act in the interests of the members of the band,” he continued.108 While it did 
not involve a per capita distribution, this case concerned the actions of Chief 
Abbey of the Williams Lake Band involving herself in resolutions to pay off 
herchildren’sstudentloans,aclearconflictofinterest.Thesesamefiduciary
principles also require that band councils, prior to being trustees, not act in a 
waythatwouldcompromisethefinancialinterestsofthosetowhomtheyowe
a duty by, for example, setting up a per capita distribution to the exclusion 
ofoff-reservemembers.TheOntarioCourtofAppealdealtwiththespecific
issue of unequal per capita distributionsandfiduciaryprinciplesinthe1997
case of Barry v Garden River Band of Ojibways.109

Ten years before the case reached the Ontario Court of Appeal, the band 
had settled an outstanding claim with the federal government for more than 
$2.5 million, from which $1.3 million was placed into a revenue account 
within the Consolidated Revenue Fund.110 In 1987, as now, the Garden River 

107 Toronto Party for a Better City v Toronto (City), 2011 ONSC 3233, 84 MPLR (4th) 335 citing 
Guerin, supra note 97 at para 102: “I do agree, however, that where by statute, agreement, or 
perhapsbyunilateralundertaking,onepartyhasanobligationtoactforthebenefitofanother,
and that obligation carries with it a discretionary power, the party thus empowered becomes 
afiduciary.Equitywillthensupervisetherelationshipbyholdinghimtothefiduciary’sstrict
standard of conduct”; Sims v Fratesi, 141 DLR (4th) 547, 19 OTC 273 at para 80: “It is argued, 
andthisCourtdoesagree,anelectedofficialstandsinafiduciaryrelationshipwiththeelector-
ate. The Mayor was under a duty to act in the electorate’s best interest and not to permit any 
conflictbetweenhisdutytosoAct[sic] and his own interest. This included his desire to obtain 
forhimselfthepositionof[ChiefAdministrativeOfficer].”

108 Gilbert v Abbey, [1992] 4 CNLR 21 (BCSC) at 32.
109 Barry v Garden River Band of Ojibways, 33 OR (3d) 782, 147 DLR (4th) 615 [Garden River].
110 Theremainderwasearmarkedfortwothings:first,repaymentofCrownloans,andsecond,the

repurchase of Squirrel Island. See ibid at para 5.
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First Nation was listed in the Indian Band Revenue Moneys Order. Therefore, 
by virtue of this order and section 69(1), the band was entitled to control, 
manage, and expend in whole its revenue moneys, without departmental 
oversight. Shortly after the settlement agreement, the band council passed a 
resolution that set aside $1 million of the $1.3 million available as a per capita 
distribution to its members. Although the resolution named the entire band 
asthebeneficiary,thebandcouncilsubsequentlychosetoexcludeorreduce
the portion of certain women who were enfranchised due to the “loss of sta-
tus” provisions of the old Indian Act, as well as their children. This situation 
was the subject of the claim. Yet since the resolution, as the trust instrument, 
identifiedtheentirebandmembershipasbeneficiaries,thebandcouncilcould
not discriminate between members. The court cited various authorities for the 
propositionthatthetrustobligationsofatrusteeweretotreatallbeneficiaries
equally.111Courtssoonaugmentedthesetrustobligationswithgeneralfidu-
ciary obligations. 

In Samson Cree Nation v Canada (Minister of Indian Affairs and  Northern 
Development), the Federal Court made a similar judgement based on a com-
parable set of facts, save for some interesting remarks in obiter: 

In the matter of things like per capita distributions, the band council simply must 
deal equitably with each of the Band members. It could not, to take a simple silly 
example, direct that all members whose names began with letters from A to L 
should receive a per capita distribution and those whose names began with let-
ters from M to Z should not. It must deal equally, fairly and in accordance with 
normalfiduciaryprincipleswithitsmembers.Thatbeingso,itseemstomethat
itisfortheBandtoshowthatithasnotactedinbreachofitsfiduciaryobligation
in entering into the agreement, as it did. It has not made any such showing, in 
fact it has not made any showing at all with respect to that agreement.112  

In Barry, the Ontario Court of Appeal made most of its decision based on the 
view that if the resolution undertook a per capita distribution to the band mem-
bership, it could not violate the trust instrument by differentiating  between the 
beneficiaries.InBarry, recall, the resolution was written to include the entire 
membership. The obvious downfall of this strict interpretation was that if the 
trust instrumentwere to identifyone select groupof beneficiaries, such as
off-reserve members, then theoretically the band council could discriminate 
against one subgroup. In Samson, the Federal Court alluded to the fact that in 
anyagreementdealingwithfunds,letalonetheirdistribution,ageneralfidu- 
 

111 Ibid at paras 32–34. Finlayson, Charron, and Rosenberg JJA cited several older sources, includ-
ing Benoit v Tisdale (1925), 28 OWN 477 (H Ct J) and Re McClintock (1977), 12 OR (2d) 741, 
70 DLR (3d) 175 (H Ct J).

112 Samson Cree Nation v Canada (Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development), 2002 
FCT 1299, 226 FTR 65 at para 11 (emphasis added).
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ciary obligation exists to treat all band members equally, regardless of what is 
stated in the trust instrument.

Bowden J of the British Columbia Supreme Court in Blueberry Interim 
Trust (Re) read Barry and Samson as standing for the same proposition:113 
since the land is held by the band as a collective, with settlement moneys be-
ing an extension of the interest in the land, the band council has no authority 
to distribute funds unequally.114 “In my view,” Bowden J explained, “Samson 
and Barry are persuasive authority that a distribution of settlement funds held 
by a collectivity must be done in a fair and equal manner . . . the distribution 
of trust property in anything other than equal portions would be a breach of 
theunderlyingfiduciaryobligations.”115Inhisview,thefiduciaryobligation
to exercise discretion evenly was created as soon as the settlement money 
was received, though in the alternative he acknowledges it existed, at the lat-
est, when the band council had decided to make a per capita distribution.116 
Clearlycourtsarewilling to interpretfiduciaryobligationsbetweenaband
council and membership liberally, especially in instances involving per capita 
distributions. Yet courts have taken a more conservative approach in the de-
velopment of on-reserve projects.

If we recall the Ginoogaming case, the First Nation undertook an initia-
tivefromthesettlementtrusttofinanceon-reserveprojectsandapercapita
distribution solely to on-reserve elders. In comparing the facts of Ginoogam-
ing to the case of Barry, Lemieux J made the point that even the develop-
ment of on-reserve projects could be viewed as discriminatory. “It will be up 
to the First Nation to achieve the proper balance in project selection which 
cannot be limited to on-reserve projects when administering the trust fund, 
being attentive to the needs of all of its members both on and off-reserve,” he 
stated. “It cannot be limited to on-reserve individual members as it was with 
the Elders living in Hornepayne. It is this exclusion which has the badge of 
discrimination.”117 The extreme of this position would have the courts review-
inganyproject initiationusing settlement funds in trust—asignificantand
costly detriment to the band council’s ability to govern. Yet absent a discrimi-
natory per capita distribution, any court oversight seems unlikely regarding 
a band council’s choices to upgrade housing, improve plumbing, spur on-
reservebusinessventures,orrepairflooddamages.Rather,giventheruling
in Corbiere, no practical way exists in which legitimate on-reserve projects 
could ever discriminate against off-reserve members because, as L’Heureux-

113 Blueberry Interim Trust, supra note 6.
114 For the proposition that land is held in the band as a collective, see Blueberry River, supra note 

6 at paras 22–23; and Joe v Findlay, 122 DLR (3d) 377 at p 379, [1981] 3 WWR 60 (BCCA).
115 Blueberry Interim Trust, supra note 6 at para 61.
116 Ibid at para 50.
117 Medeiros, supra note 88 at para 119.
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Dubé J stated in Corbiere,off-reservemembersarepresumedtobenefitfrom
all the improvements made to reserve land.118 The band council is essentially 
deemedtohavedischargeditsfiduciaryobligationswhenitspendsmoneyto
further on-reserve initiatives. 

A Pragmatic Look at Substantive Safeguards

Normally, as laid out in the Indian Act, the Crown maintains the responsibility 
for managing the Consolidated Revenue Fund capital and revenue accounts 
of individual First Nations. The Crown’s responsibility is toward bands as 
a whole and to the respective band councils as the representatives of those 
individual bands. When the band council has acquired the power normally 
reserved for INAC, it steps into the Crown’s shoes; the council assumes both 
its power and the responsibilities and liabilities in its relationship with the 
band membership. Even if settlement moneys have not been set aside for a per 
capita distribution, as a per se fiduciaryrelationship,thebandcouncilassumes
broadandgeneralfiduciaryobligationsinitsdealingswiththeband.Itwould
be perverse to think that First Nations who refuse to authorize per capita dis-
tributionsareexemptfromanyfiduciaryresponsibilityforthemanagement
of moneys that are held both collectively and in trust for the band. General 
fiduciaryobligationsprohibitabandcouncilfromenteringintoapercapita 
distribution that would distinguish between off- and on-reserve members. 
Once a per capita distribution has been agreed to, the band council becomes 
an express trustee by virtue of the trust instrument itself, and assumes a spe-
cificobligationtodistributethosemoneysfairlytoallbeneficiaries.

 Though the trend is urbanization, not all First Nations’ members are 
concentrated off reserve. For bands that retain larger on-reserve populations, 
chances are greater to have a discriminatory resolution enacted because the 
interests of those off reserve are poorly represented. This is where the sub-
stantivesafeguardparticularlyshines.Boththegeneralfiduciarydutiesand
thespecifictrustobligationsallowdisadvantagedmemberstobringanaction
to equalize payments. A per capita distribution thus cannot discriminate sub-
stantively between on- and off-reserve members without the band council, or 
anotherentity,findingitselfliabletobreachoftrustandbreachoffiduciary
duty actions, if not criminal sanctions.119 

It is important to note that none of the cases have thus far stood for the 
propositionthatthereisarequirement, intheabsenceofspecificlanguage,

118 “Expenditures by the band council may include matters like education, creation of new housing, 
creation of facilities on reserves, and other matters that may affect off-reserve band members’ 
economic interest in its assets and the infrastructure that will be available to help them return to 
the reserve if they wish.” See Corbiere Supreme Court, supra note 65 at para 77.

119 R v Gopher, 2005 SKQB 243, 265 Sask R 1; R v Solar, 2012 SKQB 113, 392 Sask R 167.
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for a band council to make a per capita distribution.120 The point of the sub-
stantive safeguard, rooted infiduciaryand trustprinciples, is thatonce the
undertaking to distribute occurs, the band council endures obligations that 
ensure fair dealings. 

IV Application
When it comes time for a First Nation to conclude its land claim negotiations 
with the federal and respective provincial governments, the band council will 
have to take the settlement agreement to the band membership. Because the 
First Nation will be permanently extinguishing its interest in land, a majority 
of the band must assent to the agreement under section 39(1)(b) of the Indian 
Act.121 Following the requirements of subsections (i), (ii), and (iii), this can be 
done by a general meeting called by the band council, a special meeting called 
by the minister of INAC, or by a referendum as per the Indian Referendum 
Regulations. The agreement will direct the federal government to deposit the 
settlement moneys either into the Consolidated Revenue Fund capital account 
(or revenue account, as the Garden River First Nation did) or into an external 
trust of the First Nation’s choosing. At this point, the First Nation could elect 
to include a per capita distribution agreement within the settlement agree-
ment, as several First Nations have already done.122 The use of an external 
trust is almost guaranteed if the First Nation lacks section 69 authority to 
control revenue moneys; with just the basic Indian Act money-management 
provision, placing funds directly into the Consolidated Revenue Fund capital 
or revenue accounts would reduce that nation’s ability to control the funds 
without departmental oversight. This decision would be included in the pack-
age put to vote before the membership when ratifying the agreement.

Presuming that the band council will have settled on using an external 
trust, it then has two opportunities to exclude the off-reserve membership 
fromanentitlementtothesettlementmoneys:eitherintheratificationofthe
settlement agreement itself (which would contain the exclusion) or in the ad-
ministrationofit(whichmayormaynotincludeanexclusion).Theratifica-
tion involves a procedural and a substantive aspect, while the latter involves 
only a substantive element. 

120 “There was no requirement in the Settlement Agreement that the fund was to be distributed to the 
members of the band.” Garden River, supra note 109 at para 10. 

121 INAC has subsumed section 39(1)(b) into a policy stance; for any trust agreement to be agreed 
tobythefederalgovernment,itmustberatifiedwiththeinformedconsentofthemembership.
See Policy Manual, supra note 16, ch 2 at 4.

122 Recall that Fort William First Nation, Cote First Nation, and Fishing Lake First Nation included 
per capita distribution agreementswithin their respective specific claim settlements.Garden
River First Nation placed $1.3 million into their Consolidated Revenue Fund revenue account 
without a per capita distribution because they could freely do so under section 69 authority.
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The First Barrier: Procedural Safeguards

The procedural safeguards affect solely the manner in which the trust agree-
ment comes into existence. When a First Nation brings the settlement agree-
menttothebandmembershipforratification,itisnotnecessarythatamajority
of the eligible voting population consent, but a majority of the electors who 
votemustvoteinfavourifthesettlementistoberatified.123 If the majority of 
the membership resides off reserve, a First Nation could attempt to disqualify 
ordetertheoff-reservemembersfromvoting.Disqualificationisanoutright
denial of the right to vote, whereas deterrence may consist of failing to notify 
theoff-reservemembershipof theratificationvote.Thedifferencebetween
disqualificationanddeterrenceisamatterofdirectness:bothachievethegoal
of disproportionately reflecting themajority’swishes in the vote.Both the
direct and indirect denial of voting rights on the basis of Aboriginal residency 
violates section 15 of the Charter,124 and the resolution would be quashed as a 
result, following the ruling in Medeiros.125

The Second Barrier: Substantive Safeguards

Thesubstantivesafeguardsmayariseinoneoftwoways.Inthefirst,atrust
agreement may contain a discriminatory provision; in the second, the band, 
although no discriminatory provision exists, administers the trust in a manner 
that excludes the off-reserve membership. 

Presuming that a First Nation does not attempt to disqualify or deter mem-
berslivingoutsidethereservefromvotingintheratificationprocedure,the
substantiveelementsofadiscriminatoryagreementmaystillberatified.This
is unlikely for most First Nations, but for bands with substantial on-reserve 
populations, the voice of the on-reserve members may greatly outweigh that 
of the off-reserve members. A trust enacted that contains a per capita distribu-
tionclausenamingonlytheon-reservemembersasbeneficiariesviolatesthe
obligation that exists because of the per se fiduciaryrelationshipbetweenthe
band council and the membership as a whole. 

123 Section 39(2) of the Indian Act provides for ministerial discretion to call a subsequent vote 
wherethefirstvotedidnotincludethemajorityofelectorsvoting.Section39(3)providesfor
only one subsequent vote. See Indian Act, supra note 14.

124 “[G]overnment cannot do indirectly what it cannot do directly.” See R v Kapp, 2008 SCC 41, 
[2008] 2 SCR 483 at para 114.

125 Garden River, supra note 109 at para 88. The courts are generally more hesitant to nullify elec-
tions as an appropriate remedy for which there is broad discretion, because such a remedy might 
not be in the public interest: see Grand Rapids First Nation v Nasikapow (2000), 197 FTR 184, 
101 ACWS (3d) 660; Leq’a:mel, supra note 70; and Ominayak v Lubicon Lake Indian Nation, 
2003 FCT 596, 233 FTR 254 at paras 51–58. There would be no reason for this hesitation to 
import into votes regarding per capita distribution arrangements.
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Ifthetrustincludesthebandmembershipasbeneficiaries,thebandcoun-
cil could yet authorize via a resolution a per capita distribution to the on-
reserve population. Essentially, this is what occurred in Barry; the resolution 
explicitly stated, “these monies are required for per capita distribution to the 
Garden River Band Members.”126 “Once the decision was made by the Band 
Council that there should be a per capita distribution of the sum in issue,” said 
the three judges of the Ontario Court of Appeal in agreement, “then it is appar-
ent that the Band Council has an obligation to treat all members equally.”127 
The remedy in Barry, which I would assume to be typical if the trust fund can 
support it, is a declaration that each of the disentitled individuals is in fact 
entitled to an equal share. Otherwise, the resolution would be quashed.

V Conclusion 
In deciding that Aboriginal residence would be an analogous ground, 
L’Heureux-Dubé J in Corbiere acknowledged that from “the perspective of 
off-reserve band members, the choice of whether to live on- or off-reserve, if 
it is available to them, is an important one to their identity and personhood, 
and is therefore fundamental.”128 Aside from the legal arguments, it seems in-
herently unjust that an Aboriginal individual would be denied the equal share 
of the land she or he holds as part of the band collective. Fortunately, all levels 
of law accord with this intuition.

No band council has the authority to create a per capita distribution that 
excludes off-reserve members from receiving their equal portion. By virtue of 
section 15 of the Charter, band councils are barred procedurally from exclud-
ing off-reserve members from votes that would prejudice them if they were 
not entitled to participate. Further, a band council stands in a per se fiduciary
relationship with the band membership as an elected body. If a discrimina-
tory provision were legitimately enacted, perhaps by a First Nation with a 
higher on-reserve population (despite the trend to the contrary), any substan-
tial  deprivation of an off-reserve member to an equal share would be a breach 
ofitsdutiesasatrusteeandfiduciary.Thesetwobarriers,theproceduraland
the substantive, provide avenues by which traditional causes of action and 
applications for judicial review alike can be brought by aggrieved members to 
challenge the decisions of their band councils. 

Whatever the relationship between band members and their councils has 
been in the past, individual Aboriginal persons are now clearly willing to hold 
their respective band councils accountable. The off-reserve membership of all 
First Nations is entitled to its fair share of any per capita distribution. 

126 Garden River, supra note 109 at para 9.
127 Ibid at para 34.
128 Corbiere Supreme Court, supra note 65 at para 62.
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In this article, I examine whether our Nuuyum and its philosophical under
pinnings can intertwine and have a productive relationship with contempo
rary forms of leadership and chief and council governance systems. I draw 
on old Haisla stories of place and identity to examine how they affirm our 
governing responsibilities within contemporary community leadership. I 
will illustrate how our cultural practices—such as knowledge of historical 
places, cultural teachings from stories of place, and cultural teachings 
derived through feasting—have all been affected and have shifted through 
colonial encounters. I will argue that despite the  effects of colonialism, the 
philosophical underpinnings of our Nuuyum have remained at the core of 
who we are as a community, clan, family, and self.

I Acknowledgements

Hemas—Moosmagilth! Gukulu—Ungwa! Hkenuuk kundoqk, hkenuuk helk
inew, hkenuuk hanaksila, kitselas, haisla. Wuh, Lekwungen and Esquimalt.

Hello Chiefs, Female Chiefs! People! I am Kundoqk, I am from the  
Killer Whale Clan. I am from Kemano, Tmsishian, and Haisla territory. 

Thank you Lekwungen and Esquimalt people for allowing me to be  
a visitor on your territory. 

Wuh! (Haisla language), Hychka (Hul’q’umi’num language), Thank you!

My traditional name was gifted to my parents on their wedding day for their 
firstborn daughter by the late Walter Write, who is from the Kitselas/Tsmish
ian nation. My name means “journeying over the mountains with belongings 
on my back”; my parents are Glasttowk askq and Bakk jus moojillth (Ray 
and Mary Green). My maternal grandparents are the late Walter and Murial 
Nyce from Haisla, Kitselas territory, and my paternal grandparents are the 
late James and Agnes Green from Xanaksiyala, Haisla territory. Hereditary 
chieftainship comes from both sides of my family. The late Johnny Paul is my 
father’s grandfather and was the hereditary chief for the Xanaksiyala people. 
The late Walter Write is my mother’s grandfather and was the hereditary chief 
for the Kitsela/Tsmishian people. There are two wa’wais (trap lines) signifi
cant to my family. One belonged to my grandfather, Aiksdukwi’yu (Walter 
Nyce), which my brother Ray Green Jr. now owns. Q’epuwax and W. Geltuis 
belonged to my greatgrandfather Wengulhamid and now belong to my uncle 
who is my father’s brother, Jim Green. 

Haisla Nuuyum translates into a “Haisla way of life and its laws.” The 
laws refer to cultural teachings involving practices such as protocol and ethics 
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about how to respect and honor all living things.1 Each Haisla person is taught 
to always remember who we are, where we come from, our traditional names, 
and their meaning. In sharing who we are with you, there is an expectation of 
reciprocity: you will share with me who you are, where you come from, and 
your cultural practices. 

Throughout this article, I will incorporate Haisla terms and names when
ever English words do not capture the entirety of the Haisla meaning. I will 
use footnotes to elaborate on and interpret teachings from Haisla Nuuyum, 
and it is important to remember that the English language and writing do not 
appropriately capture the essence of Haisla Nuuyum. Throughout this essay 
I will italicize stories and/or cultural teachings shared with me either by my 
father or by my mother. One central aim of this essay is to reinterpret and 
translate our Nuuyum into writing, so that younger generations can use this 
work for their learning and living. To that end, cultural teachings shared in this 
paper are Haisla laws. 

II Who Haisla People Are 
Our Village is located on the northwest coast of British Columbia within the 
Douglas Channel.2 We are known as the northern tip of the Kwagiulth Na
tion, and our Haisla language is understood from Kwakwaka’wakw territory 
(Northern Vancouver Island) through Oweekeno, Heiltsuk territory (Bella 
Bella), Misk’usa (oldKitlope), Xanaksiyala (Kemano), all the way into Hais
la territory.3 Because of our social and trading relationships with neighbouring 
communities, our people also understand and communicate with Tsmishian 
peoples in their languages and through their cultural practices. Historically, 
members in our neighbouring communities travelled among various territories 
to trade for herring eggs, seaweed, soap berries, and wild meat in return for 
our oolichan grease, or oolichans.4 Haisla territory is known to many people 
for how we harvest oolichans to make grease. Respect for each other’s territo
ries and traditional resources have enriched our relationships with one another 
as nations of people. Following a devastating smallpox epidemic in the late 
1800s, a large avalanche wiped out Misk’usa (Kitlope) Village and forced the 

1 Kitamaat Village Council, “We Are Our History: Our Lands, Nuyem, and Stories as Told by Our 
Chiefs and Elders” (2005) at 62.

2 On the northwest coast of British Columbia, it is common for people to reference our commu
nity as the Village rather than as Haisla, Kitamaat, or the rez—in this sense, I have capitalized 
Village. 

3 I. Lopatin, University of Southern California, “Social Life and Religion of the Indians in  Kitimat, 
British Columbia” (1945); R. Olson, Social Organization of the Haisla of BC (Berkeley: Uni
versity of California Press, 1940). 

4 J. S. Lutz, Makuk: A New History of AboriginalWhite Relations (Vancouver: University of 
 British Columbia Press, 2008) at 121.
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people to relocate to Xanaksiyala (Kemano).5 Because of the massive amount 
of fatal illnesses in Kemano, my greatgrandmother shared with her family 
that it was time to leave the Village. There were significant numbers of inter
marriages between the Haisla and other communities (for example, marriages 
with Tsmishian peoples), and very few people were returning to Kemano. 
An especially painful era for our people occurred when many Haisla chil
dren were forcefully removed from their families and forced into residential 
schools. Due to a declining population from illnesses, the removal of children, 
and the encroachment of land by governments and industries, it was decided 
that the original Kemano peoples would integrate with the Haisla and that 
the two Villages would become one. Eventually, in the 1940s, Misk’usa and 
Xanaksiyala amalgamated with the Haisla people as well.

Although there are remnants of Misk’usa and Xanaksiyala Villages, no 
people live there today. During the summer of 2007, I had the opportunity to 
visit these old Villages for the first time. My late greatgrandmother Annie 
provided historical accounts and cultural practices related to these places to 
her children and grandchildren. To her, Xanaksiyala meant a “place of many 
stories—Nuuyum jiis.” My greatgrandmother had experienced an untouched 
Xanaksiyala lifestyle, but she also witnessed the numerous changes in nation
hood Xanaksiyala people underwent because of encroachments on land, the 
enforcement of foreign laws, and the expansion of industry and Christian 
 missionary influence. 

Kitlope is a Tsimshian word meaning “People of the Rocks”, which de
scribes the many territories distinguished by rock cliffs and jagged mountain 
peaks.6 One story about this place concerns the “man who turned to rock”: 

His name was T’ismista. He was travelling by canoe with his two dogs and went 
to a place where young men learned to mountainclimb. Mountain climbing was 
important so that they could hunt for mountain goat. T’ismista and his two dogs 
beached the canoe and started walking towards the mountain. Once they got 
out of the canoe, they left their foot imprints on the rocks of the shore. When 
T’ismista arrived at the top of the Mountain, he stopped to rest and whistle for 
his dogs. When he stopped, he turned to stone. Some say he is standing and 
others say he is sitting down. Some people say his dogs turned to stone within 
that territory. Some say that every once in a while you can still hear T’ismista 
whistling for his dogs. Our people say that it is very dangerous to climb the 
mountain to see T’ismista. But, if you are travelling by boat in this territory and 
you are with someone who is knowledgeable about this story, you can see the 
man who turned to stone. 

5 Hailsa Totem Pole Repatriation Project, online: <http://www.nanakila.org/pole/culture/index.
html>. 

6 Kitamaat Village Council, supra note 1.
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There are other versions of this story; each family or clan has its own expe
riences with and knowledge about T’ismista. There are also many different 
teachings about why he and his dogs turned to stone. Some say he did not 
listen to others who told him about the danger of walking in that territory. 
Others use this story to illustrate the area’s rough terrain. 

This beautiful territory of Kitlope is the only remaining untouched area of 
glacier, water, rock, and land on the northwest coast. Our Nuuyum that is still 
practiced today goes like this:

When you are travelling, fishing, or visiting this territory, it is customary that 
everyone who enters the Kitlope Valley is required to wash their face in the gla
cial waters. This practice signifies your respect to the water, mountains, and all 
that surrounds this place. This practice also signifies that the place will become 
acquainted with you. 

Nuuyum from Kitlope illustrates not only the spiritual connection between 
people and the land but also the necessity of understanding the environment. 
In 1990–91, a logging company attempted to destroy this beautiful area, but 
our people succeeded in protecting this place through resistance movements. 
The Greater Kitlope Ecosystem partners supported our cause and united with 
our people to prevent future clearcutting within this area.7

Trap lines are rich in places abundant with natural resources, such as 
those good for hunting, fishing, berry and medicine picking.8 These wa’wais 
offered families vast territories to hunt, for trading purposes. Although no 
obvious borders or other signifiers indicated where each trap line began or 
ended, people understood due to their knowledge and cultural teachings about 
landscape. There were no written accounts, regulations, or policies regarding 
when to hunt, how much to hunt, and what to do with the hunted. 

On the journey to Haisla territory, one particular point is the boundary 
between Xanaksiyala and Haisla. My father shared with me an experiential 
story about this boundary:

A Xanaksiyala person living in Haisla territory who passed away would still be 
buried at Xanaksiyala. When you travel by gillnetter, this journey can take any
where from five to seven hours. There would be many boats that would accom
pany the family of the deceased and all would stop at the boundary between 
Haisla and Xanaksiyala. When they were stopped, my greatgrandmother would 
sing the “crying song” in the Xanaksiyala language. The crying song indicated 
the loss of the loved one and that during the burial all those who were present 
were to cry and mourn with the family. 

7 In December 1991, Eurocan Pulp and Paper told Chief Gerald Amos the company would not 
log in his territory. See Grant Copeland, Wayne McCrory, & Ray Travers, “The Greater  Kitlope 
Ecosystem: A Wilderness Planning Framework, online: Ecotrust <http://www.ecotrust.org/ 
publications/Greater_Kitlope.html>. 

8 Kitamaat Village Council, supra note 1 at ii. 
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Even with modern technology nonXanaksiyala people would be unable to de
termine the exact location of this traditional boundary. The last time a Xanak
siyala person was buried in that territory was in the 1970s. However, during 
the writing of this article, my late uncle Crosby passed away and was buried 
in Kemano. He was a Hemas from the Killer Whale clan, and, although my 
greatgrandmother was not present at that time, as she passed in 1966, all the 
boats stopped at the boundary to mourn and cry. On my visit to Xanak siyala, 
we too stopped at this boundary and my father shared the crying song with 
me. In the midst of ocean, mountains, and logs on the beach, I felt the essence 
of my greatgrandmother’s teachings through this song. At that  moment, it 
was as if she was on the boat with us. 

When we arrived on the shore of Kemano Village, I was surrounded by the land
scape of ancestral stories. There were many logs on the beach as we pulled onto 
shore. My father pointed out one particular log and shared that during playtime 
as children, that particular log had appeared very huge for them. He shared that 
they did not have many toys, but that their playtime was playing on logs, climb
ing mountains, and gathering rocks with his granny. 

Two aspects of this story I found extraordinary: first, that this log was still in 
the same place as it had been when my father was little, and second, how the 
presence of this big log brought back such clear and vivid memories. 

 My greatgrandmother’s house still stands at Kemano Village. Many of 
our family members have built cabins there for when they are fishing or visit
ing the Village. The burial place, which holds many of our ancestors, is still 
present at Kemano. During my visit to the burial place, I noted that one of the 
burial plots was much larger than the other graves; I was curious and asked 
why. My dad shared that during the flu or smallpox epidemic there were so 
many deaths that it required a mass burial for the people—about ten of them 
in one plot. At that moment, standing in our ancestral place, the sheer brutality 
of colonial force resonated with me. One of the plots had a carved log shaped 
like a fish that was used in the same manner as contemporary headstones. 
Another plot had a carved log shaped like a wolf. At other plots there were old 
pots, a sewing machine, and an old gun, all used as grave markers. In those 
days, it was customary to leave personal items of the deceased at the grave 
plot.9 I was amazed that these gravesite remnants remained untouched after 
70 years. 

9 In our Nuuyum it is not customary to talk about these burial plots in this public manner. Even 
in my visit to this place, I was conscious about how I observed and asked questions, as I did not 
want to be intrusive or rude. I asked permission to take pictures of these sacred places, so that I 
could remember these stories. I knew at the time that these pictures would be a reminder for my 
children and me so that we would know about Kemano. After my visit, I saw similar pictures 
taken by museum employees who then archived and uploaded these images to the Internet. As 
an Indigenous person, I often feel saddened to I see our stories and artifacts confined to these 
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As I walked around the Village, I could not help but envision our people 
living in this territory and the experiences of joy and trauma they encountered 
during that time. I imagined the difficult discussions and decisions that had 
to be made to vacate this place, and I imagined what they must have said to 
settlers and missionaries who wanted to show them a different life. 

III Locating Myself within Learning and Interpreting Haisla Nuuyum 
(Haisla Law)

While I do not speak the language fluently, I understand many of the meanings 
and processes within our language. For example, within our clan and feast
ing system, I know some Haisla names for our chiefs, but for the most part I 
know our Hemas (male clan chiefs) and Mus Magthl (female clan chiefs) by 
their English names. In our community there are four clans: Helkinew (Killer 
Whale/Black Fish/Fish), Iksduq’ya (Eagle), Qulu’n (Beaver), and Ka’nqas 
(Raven), though they are combined as one clan.10 Historically, there were ad
ditional clans such as Frog, Wolf, Crow, and Bear clans.11 Traditionally, our 
community only had one hereditary chief, but due to varying views, teachings, 
and knowledge about chieftain names, we now have two hereditary chiefs: 
Sammy Robinson and Greg Smith, both of whom are from the Beaver clan. 

As a scholar I am privileged to learn and know about the Western meth
ods, ethics, and protocols required for scholarly research purposes. The con
vergence of my identity and place of belonging in the Haisla Nation and my 
identity as a scholar offers me an opportunity to write in a manner that is 
respectful to Haisla people while at the same time meeting the expectations of 
conventional academic rigor. Within my immediate family, my parents are the 
last generation to speak Haisla fluently. My interpretations of cultural practi
ces represent a constant translation from the central nature of Haisla Nuuyum 
into the English language, writing, and style of analysis. In addition, my story 
tellers who are elders, aunts and uncles in my community, and my father, 
con sistently translate and reinterpret Haisla Nuuyum into English as well. My 

spaces. In the archives, I often feel that our ancestral knowledge is not kept in a sacred place 
and that these images of our stories become appropriated and misconstrued and the account of 
Kemano is not articulated accurately. In this observation, I thought it would be important to share 
my personal account and honour my ancestors and the imagery of place they left for our people.  
See Royal BC Museum, online: <http://www.livinglandscapes.bc.ca/northwest/kitlope/part_3.htm>. 

10 Although this reads as four clans, they really are diverse aspects within the makeup of our clan 
systems. For example, my clan comprises Black Fish, Fish, and Killer Whale. I am Killer Whale, 
my cousin is Black Fish, but we both belong in the same clan. Similarly, within the Beaver/
Raven clan membership is clear and specific, and members define themselves as either Raven or 
Beaver, but both groups work together as one clan. 

11 Lopatin, supra note 3; Olson, supra note 3; J. Pritchard, Economic Development and the Disin
tegration of Traditional Culture among the Haisla (DCL Thesis, Department of Anthropology 
and Sociology, University of British Columbia, 1977) [unpublished].
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parents explained to me the different sets of responsibilities given to parents 
in relation to cultural teachings: it is the duty of my father and his family 
members to provide his children with cultural teachings, and the duty of my 
mother and her family members to nurture these teachings. My storytellers/
teachers have cautioned me that the narratives shared with me represent only 
one version of cultural teachings; another family member might share about 
our Nuuyum with a different approach and practices.

Each generation has adapted our Nuuyum as our community started to 
expand and intersect with the town of Kitimat’s economic expansions. My 
scholarship has been informed by and adapted to philosophies embedded 
within our Nuuyum, including my continued journey and commitment to 
studying Indigenous philosophies within Westernized institutions such as 
post secondary colleges and universities. My vision is to continue to broaden 
the scope of diverse Indigenous epistemologies, theories, and philosophies 
within both academia and my community. While many of our people live 
in other towns and urban centres, the essence of our Nuuyum remains at the 
core of our people as a whole and individually. Given the continued central
ity and vitality of Nuuyum among Haisla people, I want to examine whether 
our Nuuyum and its philosophical underpinnings can intertwine and have a 
productive relationship with chief and council governance systems and other 
contemporary forms of leadership. 

IV Haisla Nuuyum as Leadership and Governance 
In conversations with other Indigenous scholars, a key point of discussion 
is how cultural teachings might manifest in contemporary governance and 
leadership positions. In her book Spirits of Our Whaling Ancestors: Revital
izing Makah and Nuuchahnulth Traditions,12 Charlotte Coté writes about 
reviving the Makah whale hunt and the development and establishment of the 
Makah Whaling Commission (MWC), which supports the inclusion of tradi
tional practices within contemporary ones. She writes: “The MWC wanted to 
conduct a hunt that adhered to the cultural practices of the whaling ancestors, 
while at the same time incorporating into it modern technology and equip
ment to ensure the safety of the whaling crew and to assure that the hunt 
would be efficient and humane.”13 Yet an important consideration, and site 
of unease for many Indigenous scholars, is how state laws interfere with and 
inhibit traditional concepts of Indigenous law through their own policies and  
 

12 C. Coté, Spirits of Our Whaling Ancestors: Revitalizing Makah and Nuuchahnulth Traditions 
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2010). 

13 Ibid at 151.
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regulations.14 In these contentions with the state, Indigenous scholars assert 
that the centralization of cultural practices is essential for effective Indigenous 
governance. Key to comprehending Haisla notions of leadership and gover
nance is the specific cultural understanding and knowledge of identity, includ
ing Indian names, clans, and historical places of social, political, and spiritual 
significance to Haisla people. The interconnection between these knowledges 
and selfdetermination is important: knowledge of self, family, and communi
ty strengthens our quest for selfdetermination. The Mohawk scholar Taiaiake 
Alfred states, “In the indigenous tradition, the idea of selfdetermination truly 
starts with the self; political identity—with its inherent freedoms, powers, and 
responsibilities—is not surrendered to any external entity.”15

In this essay I will share stories about Haisla Nuuyum as told to me by my 
parents, uncles, aunts, and cousins, each of whom articulate varying versions 
of what our Nuuyum means for them. These accounts are inclusive of and 
interchangeable with Xanaksiyala (Kemano) and Tsmishian (Kitselas) teach
ings. Our Nuuyum involves knowledge of landscapes, languages, and ethics 
within Haisla feasting systems.16

Cultural practices have sustained substantial adjustments that may have 
resulted from shifts in the landscape, in demographics,17 and the introduc
tion of new technologies. Keith Basso has researched the relationship of the 
Apache people to landscape and language.18 In his study, he details many ac
counts that illustrate how the knowledge of the land that we receive from our 
ancestors is directly linked to our identities as Indigenous peoples. He writes: 

For Indian men and women, the past lies embedded in features of the earth— 
in canyons and lakes, mountains and arroyos, rocks and vacant fields—which 
 together endow their lands with multiple forms of significance that reach into 
their lives and shape the ways they think. Knowledge of places is therefore 
closely linked to knowledge of the self, to grasping one’s position in the larger 

14 T. Alfred, Peace, Power, and Righteousness: An Indigenous Manifesto (Don Mills, ON: Oxford 
University Press, 1999); Coté, supra note 12; S. Grande, Red Pedagogy: Native American Social 
and Political Thought (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 2004); L. Simpson, ed, Lighting 
the Eighth Fire: The Liberation, Resurgence, and Protection of Indigenous Nations (Winnipeg: 
Arbeiter Ring Publishing, 2008); L. Simpson, Dancing on Our Turtle’s Back: Stories of Nishaa
beg Recreation, Resurgence, and New Emergence (Winnipeg: Arbeiter Ring Publishing, 2011).

15 Alfred, supra note 14 at 25.
16 In 2007, I travelled with my father to visit Kemano, Kitlope, and other ancestral landscapes 

relevant to my people. At these different places, my dad shared a historical account of our places, 
our Nuuyum, and stories that belonged to each place and time period. 

17 My storytellers have shared that due to intermarriages with people from surrounding territories, 
these newly formed relationships enhanced and broadened cultural practices from their own 
communities and that the unity of the relationship took on practices that accommodated both 
cultural teachings. In other instances, some of our people relocated to cities or very isolated terri
tories, and these changes brought adaptations of our Nuuyum to where the people had relocated.

18 K. Basso, Wisdom Sits in Places: Landscape and Language among the Western Apache 
 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1996).
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scheme of things, including one’s own community and to securing a confident 
sense of who one is as a person.19 

For Haisla people, our history intersects with places that hold stories about our 
families, our Nuuyum, and our relationships to all who exist around our place. 
I will draw on old Haisla stories of place and identity to examine how they 
affirm our governing responsibilities within contemporary community leader
ship. I will illustrate how our cultural practices have been affected and have 
shifted through colonial encounters. I will argue that despite the effects of 
colonialism, the philosophical underpinnings of our Nuuyum have remained 
at the core of who we are as members of a community, a clan, a family, and 
as self. Our people adapted how they lived our Nuuyum against the backdrop 
of encroachments by settlers and that of the imposition of Western forms of 
economy and governance. Consequently, these interrelationships (such as 
 Indian Act chief and council regulations, industrial and missionary influences 
towards our people) superseded cultural governing methods such as our clan 
systems. My argument in this essay flows from a strong, underlying belief that 
our Nuuyum remained within the spirit and core of our elders, and that it is 
the responsibility of our generation to draw on their knowledges in an  effort 
to centralize traditional forms of governance and to transform leadership prac
tices. The responsibility of my generation, then, is to appropriately centre the 
diverse traditional cultural teachings while simultaneously including those 
contemporary practices that enhance and strengthen our Nuuyum. 

V Theorizing and Survivance within Forces of Colonialism 
Before I begin this section, I first want to apologize to my elders, my cultural 
teachers, and all the sacred children in my life for the theoretical, Westernized 
language I will be using here. I will be referring to concepts such as “subjec
tivity”, “power”, and “knowledge”, terms that are part of such intellectual 
pursuits as postcolonial and poststructural theories. For me, this theoretical 
framework provides a Westernized paradigm to critically analyze the nature 
of the state and its imposed control over and marginalization of Indigenous 
peoples. Moreover, I use this Westernized framework as a space to resist dom
inance by centralizing Indigenous knowledges within my writing. My second 
apology concerns my reference to historians, anthropologists, and ethnogra
phers who studied our people in the early contact years and most offensively 
defined some of our characteristics as savagery. I, on the other hand, do not 
refer to nativesettler history as savagery. Instead, I draw on this history and 
identify the resistance and resiliency of my people for withstanding the on
slaught of colonizers. 

19 Ibid at 34.
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The various effects of colonization entail that we, as Indigenous peoples, 
find ourselves in a constant state of unlearning and relearning knowledges, 
ceremonies, culture, and traditions. Our way of life was subjected to colonial 
forces, so our subjectivity within our living forces is a commitment to relearn 
the old ways to thrive off the land and the water.20 We need to rehear our old 
stories and learn how to retell them to our children and grandchildren, and 
to all future generations.21 Although aspects of Haisla living have been sub
jected to, and subjugated by, colonial forces, there are approaches that allow 
us to unlearn Western forms of living.22 Indigenous peoples who attain higher 
education have creatively intertwined Western scholarly research paradigms, 
academic and government languages, and ideologies to better reflect Indig
enous philosophies. Like our ancestors—who adapted and adjusted to their 
evolving environment—Indigenous peoples in the present moment continue 
to be in constant translation, interpretation, and dialogue with both Western
ized ideologies and our cultural teachers, traditional practices, and historical 
knowledges.

The process of unlearning colonialism and reclaiming traditional Indig
enous knowledges is deeply implicated in processes and practices of power. 
Power, as both a concept and an operation, has been deployed as a repres
sive tool against Indigenous communities, resulting in practices of both ex
clusion and assimilation. My understanding of power and its relationship to 
Indigenous peoples has benefited from Michel Foucault’s conceptualization.23 
Foucault’s work illustrates how dominant societies exercise power through 
disciplinary practices and punishment to organize, control, and manage mar
ginalized groups. I understand Foucault’s discussion of subjugated knowl
edges as it links to the ways in which various policies sought to fragment, 
dislocate, and marginalize Indigenous people and their communities. Colo
nial, statecreated relations of power sought to subdue communities formerly 
vibrant economically, socially, and politically by cementing a set of hierarchi
cal relations crucial to dispossessing our people in multiple ways. 

In Discipline and Punish,24 Foucault illustrates how imprisonment and 

20 J. E. Chamberlin, If This Is Your Land, Where Are Your Stories? Finding Common Ground 
 (Toronto: Knopf Canada, 2004).

21 J. Cruikshank, Life Lived Like a Story: Life Stories of Three Yukon Native Elders (Vancouver: 
University of British Columbia Press, 1990); J. Cruikshank, The Social Life of Stories: Narrative 
and Knowledge in the Yukon Territory (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1998); 
P. Nadasdy, Hunters and Bureaucrats: Power, Knowledge, and AboriginalState Relations in the 
Southwest Yukon (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2003). 

22 To unlearn, we as parents together with our children learn the Haisla language, then we start 
referring to each other with our Indian names, and taking the time to visit cultural teachers and 
elders to hear and experience our Nuuyum.

23 M. Foucault, Power/Knowledge (New York: Pantheon, 1977); M. Foucault, Power (New York: 
New Press, 1994).

24 M. Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (New York: Vintage, 1997).
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torture were used to force those who “needed” discipline or who deviated 
from societal norms to conform to hegemonic normativity. In this book, Fou
cault addresses the era in which torture was replaced by discipline and punish
ment, discussing how theorists of the time found it inconceivable that people 
would no longer be subject to torture: “If the penalty in its most severe form 
no longer addresses itself to the body, on what does it lay hold?” Although 
there was no torture, “It seems to be contained . . . [and] since it is no longer 
the body, it must be the soul.”25 Foucault shows us that even without physical 
constraints, there existed what he refers to as “consistent surveillance and 
discipline,” controlling and enforcing dominant societal norms. Forms of 
control eventually shifted from physical dominance to more discreet meth
ods of controlling, forcing, and torturing the mind and soul to maintain order 
within society.26 As an example of surveillance and discipline, in The Potlatch 
 Papers: A Colonial Case History,27 Christopher Bracken provides an account 
of the early encounters between First Nations people in British Columbia and 
anthropologists such as Franz Boas and Gilbert Malcolm Spout who sought 
to map out land for the economic expansion of the settler society. Their form 
of mapping thus constitutes one example of the subjugation of Indigenous 
knowledges and ways of life. 

While I reference Foucault’s articulations of power and control, which 
he examined through the lens of torture, my discussion here focuses on a dif
ferent set of techniques, those methods of control and discipline used against 
Indigenous people in North America. Specifically, I am interested in the ways 
in which relations of power and techniques of discipline and control violently 
impeded our way of life. Some of these disciplinary powers were manifest 
in the systematic punitive measures used by colonial governments to repress 
Indigenous peoples for speaking our languages, in the creation of reserve sys
tems, and in the drafting and implementation of state laws that defined and 
circumscribed Indian identity. 

In the discussion of subjugation, discipline, and punishment, Foucault 
speaks to the context of these ideological relationships and how hegemonic 
status indicated subjectivity within each realm. For example, and in this man
ner, I look at power as a technique the state systematically employed to make 
our people invisible. When Foucault writes of notions of normalcy, he de
scribes the processes by which a society becomes supposedly normalized, and 
how a society is complicit in ensuring a certain dominant status by defining 
and determining what is normal or correct, a standard of being that informs us 
of the opposite as well, the deviant or abnormal. Foucault writes: 

25 Ibid at 16.
26 Ibid at 295.
27 C. Bracken, Potlatch Papers: A Colonial Case History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

1997). 
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Like surveillance and with it, normalization becomes one of the great instru
ments of power at the end of the classical age. For the marks that once indicated 
status, privilege and affiliation were increasingly replaced—or at least supple
mented—by a whole range of degrees of normality indicating membership of a 
homogenous social body but also playing a part in the classification, hierarchi
zation and the distribution of rank.28 

Thus the violent operations of power shape the subjugation of others 
through the willful absenting and discrediting of particular forms of econom
ic, social, and political life. This thick spiral of Foucauldian theories about 
 notions of power, knowledge, and subjectivity provides not only an intel
lectual space in which to understand dominance but also the realization that 
sources of hegemony are forever a part of the nationstate and of Indigenous 
peoples’ relationships. 

The work of Sandy Grande, a Quechua woman from Peru and an associ
ate professor of education at Connecticut College, builds on this Foucauldian 
understanding. Grande moves beyond thinking through and within power and 
subjectivity and offers critical theorists a space to explore what she terms 
an American Indian Education and Revolutionary Critical Pedagogy, or Red 
pedagogy.29 She explains Red pedagogy in the following manner: 

What distinguishes Red pedagogy is its basis in hope. Not the futurecentered 
hope of the Western imagination, but rather, a hope that lives in contingency 
with the past—one that trusts the beliefs and understandings of our ancestors as 
well as the power of traditional knowledge. A Red pedagogy is, thus, as much 
about belief and acquiescence as it is about questioning and empowerment, about 
respecting the space of tradition as it intersects with the linear time frames of the 
(post)modern world.30 

Theories such as this one make clear the necessity of understanding our vio
lent history and of educators synthesizing and placing centre stage Indigenous 
philosophies as a form of revolutionary critical theorizing and as a journey. 

VI A Shift in Haisla Living
Southwest of our community is an old cannery known as Butedale. Butedale 
employed many of our people during the expansion of the fishing industry. 
Many of the men fished, while most of the women worked in the canneries.31  
Haisla families lived in Butedale with their children and, because of the chil
dren’s active role in the fishing economy, Indian agents and missionaries 

28 Foucault, supra note 24.
29 Grande, supra note 14 at 26. 
30 Ibid at 28.
31 Lutz, supra note 4; D. Harris, Fish, Law, and Colonialism: The Legal Capture of Salmon in 

 British Columbia (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2001).
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viewed them as neglected—and apprehended them. Butedale thus became 
known among our people as the “pickup place” for Haisla children. Because 
the men were away from their homes to do commercial fishing and the women 
worked long hours at the Butedale canneries, children were seen as aban
doned and forcefully placed in residential schools in Port Alberni and in Co
qualeetza. Some children were moved to as far away as Edmonton. They were 
placed on steamboats at Butedale and travelled long distances to be left at 
these various residential schools. 

Butedale also became the place for commercialized fishing and process
ing, which slowly replaced our people’s traditional ways of sustaining their 
families. My dad shared that, during those cannery years, segregation oc
curred between Chinese, white, and Indian people both within the cannery 
and in their homes.32 Although Butedale was not a large place, it was divided 
by race, language, class, and culture. 

During those cannery days, our people worked twice as hard to partici
pate in the growing Western economy while also maintaining our Nuuyum. In 
Makúk: A New History of AboriginalWhite Relations, John Lutz writes about 
the economic explosion that occurred throughout British Columbia: “At the 
turn of the century the whole Village went to the canneries to fish and can 
fish.”33 He continues, “As the cost of fishing technology grew and canner
ies consolidated, and as settlers arrived to work in the canneries, the impor
tance of Native labor diminished. Canneries hired Japanese people to fish and 
Chinese people to work in the canneries and the state granted independent 
licenses to whites to encourage their settlement.”34 

My father shared that, although our people were forced to participate in 
and contribute to this growing economy, they still faced racism and injustice. 
This racism illustrates not only the displacement and alienation of Indigenous 
peoples but also the consolidation of the colonial process and the plundering 
of our lands and resources. Racist ideologies manifest within and throughout 
state and religious perspectives about Native people, hence our people have 
been treated as “less than” and/or “wards of the state”, suggesting to non
Native people that we have no social order, laws, or governing systems. These 
racist attitudes have been influential in preventing our people from function
ing within mainstream societies.

In Butedale today, as in Xanaksiyala territory, one finds remnants of old 
buildings all overgrown with trees and bushes. And so it is that Haisla roots 
include and intersect with Misk’usa, Xanaksiyala, and Tsmishian ancestors, 
histories, stories, and cultural practices. 

32 Lutz, supra note 4 at 207.
33 Ibid at 278. 
34 Ibid at 203.
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VII Laws, Policies, and Regulations Affecting Nuuyum: A Way of Life
The influx of capital, Western governance, and economic growth initiatives 
have affected our Nuuyum. Just more than 50 years ago, Alcan sought and 
attained a place to build its industry on our traditional territory. The town of 
Kitimat was meant to accommodate Alcan’s development.35 Roads and rail
ways were built to export aluminum, and cargo ships travelled through our 
waters. While our land and stories were undergoing massive modernization 
and forced changes as a result of colonization, our people adjusted.36 

Since contact with settlers and settler institutions, many of our natural and 
cultural resources have been misappropriated, violated, and criminalized. In 
particular, the pollution from industrial developments has seriously affected 
our cultural practices. Since the building of Alcan and the continual expor
tation of renewable goods to other countries, their ships have affected the 
flow of the waters throughout the Douglas Channel, which in turn negatively 
 affects the migration of the salmon and oolichans. Salmon and oolichans are 
important to the Haisla economy and culture and their intrinsic relationship 
to our traditions. 

Western governing systems control and regulate an Indigenous way of 
life and have forced our people to conform to evolving national and industrial 
developments.37 When Native people did not conform to evolving industrial 
movements that were part of colonial expansion efforts, more stringent laws 
were developed and imposed to control, regulate, and assimilate them into 
the Canadian body politic. For example, during the building of Alcan, Haisla 
people had to ask permission to enter the town of Kitimat, and if permission 
was granted they were provided with a pass that indicated the time of entry 
and the time they were expected to leave the town again. Another example: 
Although fishing is a livelihood for Haisla people, Westernized fishing regula
tions controlled who and when Haisla people could fish. These two examples 
show regulations that affected the ways in which Haisla cared for and pro
tected their lands and people.

While the legal sphere structured the relations of colonial dominance, the 
colonial settler state colluded with and was supported by religious authorities. 
Missionaries were particularly influential, as they set out to “save” our people 
from what they defined as immoral and savage practices.38 Missionaries were  

35 J. Kendrick, People of the Snow: The Story of Kitimat (Toronto: NC Press Limited, 1987).
36 C. Helin, Dances with Dependency: Indigenous Success through SelfReliance (Vancouver: Orca 

Spirit Publishing, 2006) at 74. 
37 D. Newell, Tangled Webs of History: Indians and the Law in Canada’s Pacific Coast Fisheries 

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993).
38 T. Bolt, Thomas Crosby and the Tsimshian: Small Shoes for Feet Too Large (Vancouver: Uni

versity of British Columbia Press, 1992); E. Titley, A Narrow Vision: Duncan Campbell Scott 
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instrumental in changing the ways in which our families functioned, the or
ganization of gender, and the formation and expression of sexuality. Cultural 
rites of passages formerly important for young girls and boys were shunned. 
Cultural teachings during death, the use of traditional regalia, Indian names, 
and languages were forbidden. One Tsmishian community was even relocated 
to completely remove the people from any aspects of Indianness that they had 
lived with previously, including their traditional fishing and hunting practices, 
languages, and feasting practices.39 One way in which our people negotiated 
their traditions with the establishment and consolidation of Christian ideology 
was by recasting the use of the church for Nuuyum. Our people utilized the 
colonizer’s space to discuss important aspects of or issues relevant to Haisla 
people in meetings referred to as Haisla Gou, meaning that only Haisla peo
ple attended these gatherings. Here, community members would collectively 
discuss issues of community governance, discipline, or fishing and hunting 
practices jeopardized by newcomer laws. The United Church thus became a 
new meeting place for our people, a place where we could live our Nuuyum 
in conjunction with imported ideologies. Although there was a nonHaisla 
minister, this person and his family understood notions of Haisla Gou and did 
not expect to attend these special meetings, nor were these special meetings 
problematic for the minister or his religious ideology. 

The church and the minister played specific roles during times of death or 
feasting. Our people gathered at the church for prayers after a death and started 
attending church on Sundays. There were choirs and brass bands. While this 
religious environment started shifting how we lived our Nuuyum, our peo  
ple persisted in centering our Nuuyum at this intersection with Christianity. 
Our people needed to think through adapting to and incorporating some as
pects of Christian teachings. Our elders knew that the strong force of the co
lonial regime might take full control of our way of life; therefore they found 
ways for the two cultures to coexist and work together, blending Nuuyum 
with Christian influences. This is one story my father shared with me about 
the role of a church in our Village:

The United Church became a central meeting place in our community. In the old 
days, and every Easter, the entire Village would attend church. Everyone was 
dressed in their best clothing. During oolichan fishing season, while everyone 
was in church, one person waited by the river to watch for oolichans. When this 
person spotted the oolichan run, he went to the church, made the announcement, 
and everyone left the church and canoed, while still in their best clothing, to the 
oolichan fishing grounds. This is how important oolichans are to our people,  

and the Administration of Indian Affairs in Canada (Vancouver: University of British Columbia 
Press, 1986).

39 Bolt, supra note 38 at 22.
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that our people will leave everything and anything at once in order to fish for 
oolichan.

What I understand from this story is that, although the church was built for 
strictly Christian purposes, our people utilized the building as a gathering 
place to hear missionary teachings while simultaneously connecting with one 
another for cultural purposes. The church became a central part of Haisla exis
tence, also providing space for the expression of our people’s newfound skills, 
such as participating in the choir and the band, alongside older cultural mores. 

Concurrently with missionary developments, our Haisla Nuuyum was su
perseded by the creation of the reserve system to manage, segregate, and con
fine our people to small pieces of land.40 Legislation stipulated the definition 
of Indigenous people and “their” reserve.41 Under federal fishery guidelines, 
for example, our people were only permitted to fish on specific dates and in 
particular places identified by the Department of Fisheries (DFO).42 Rather 
than following the fishing teachings within our Nuuyum, our people had to 
apply for fishing permits. Fishing regulations affecting our Nuuyum came into 
full force by 1914.43

Moreover, during trade, intercultural ceremonies, and potlatching, our 
peo ple spoke Chinook jargon to each other and with nonHaisla peoples.44 In 
the early days of encounters, Chinook jargon allowed our people to communi
cate with settlers. Chinook jargon was a combination of common gestures and 
words for all groups of people to communicate with one another and Chinook 
was foregrounded so that our people could maintain our Nuuyum while at the 
same time communicating our way of life to and within industrial develop
ments. While the Indian Act and Christianity were powerful influences in our 
territory, many of our teachings and practices prevailed. My mother said that 
one reason for this might have been the remoteness of our community, which 
kept the Indian agents and missionaries at bay. Our territory’s physical isola
tion may have led to the survival of our traditions and Nuuyum. 

40 Once the reserves were created, our people were confined within these federally defined borders. 
Our people could not leave reserve lands for any purposes; if they left, they were jailed. Re
serve living impeded the ability to fish or hunt as taught in our Nuuyum (according to seasons). 
 Reserve living limited our mobility throughout our traditional territories, including the inability 
to interact with neighbouring First Nations communities for ceremonial purposes.

41 Indian status stipulated that a First Nations person be directly linked to a reserve identified by 
the state. In the event of intermarriages, the women and their children became members of her 
husband’s band. Indian and reserve status provided specific federal resources for a specific level 
of living standard for status Indians. In doing so, successive federal governments once again 
manipulated Indigenous governing structures, replacing feasting with band councils. 

42 Harris, supra note 31.
43 Lutz, supra note 4. 
44 Ibid at 15. 
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VIII Feasting: Haisla Philosophical Roots of Living and Learning Our 
Nuuyum

Haisla ontology is grounded in our feasting system. There are four clans in 
our feasting system and each clan has a Hemas and Mus Magthl. In Haisla 
feasting, one clan would typically be the host. A feast can be hosted for many 
different reasons: a memorial, a traditional naming, a tsookwa (cleansing cer
emony), or for leadership purposes. Our people defined cleansing in many 
different ways: if a person had a near fatal accident while fishing or hunting, 
he might have a tsookwa feast, offering thanks to the spirit world for sparing 
his life. Similarly, if a person recovered from a severe illness, family members 
might tsookwa. Or, if someone committed a crime or an act of violence and 
went on to change these behaviors, the person and his or her family members 
would tsookwa. 

As stated at the beginning of this essay, our Haisla feasting system in
cludes four clans: Killer Whale, Eagle, Raven, and Beaver. The feast host 
holds many responsibilities: for example, during a feast for a traditional nam
ing, the person receiving a name must know the account of the name, under
stand his or her upcoming responsibility as a name holder, and be responsible 
and respectful to his or her namesake. During one of my visits with my Auntie 
Sarah and my cousin Nina, we were talking about Indian names. We talked 
about those of us who carry the names of our aunts, mothers, or grandmoth
ers and our duties as inheritors of names to respect the dignity of the name 
and leadership of the person who held it before. This particular visit provided 
me with important knowledge about name giving and receiving that I feel 
should be included in this section. In the old days before strong colonization, 
a particular process determined who would receive a chieftain’s name. My 
parents shared:

When a person who was in a highranking clan position passed on to the Spirit 
World, it was customary that this name would be passed on to the oldest sisters, 
oldest son. For a woman, the name would go to the oldest sisters, or the oldest 
daughter of the deceased. It would be the responsibility of the name receiver 
to cover the expenses for the burial of the deceased, including expenses for a 
headstone, and all expenses involved in hosting a feast. Usually this feast would 
take place one year after the deceased had passed.

In the early stages of planning and organizing a feast, the person or family 
responsible for it would first contact the clan chief and request a meeting. At 
this initial meeting, the family would inform the Hemas and Mus Magthl of 
the reason for the feast, and together the family and chiefs would decide on a 
date. At this time the family would also identify the feast’s cohosts, typically 
one man and one woman, one of whom would receive a traditional name. In  
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Haisla feasts, we have a custom of gender balance between the cohosts. The 
family then invites its clan members to another meeting to inform them of the 
intent and date of the feast. The cohosts will speak on behalf of the family and 
clan and will have the responsibility of ensuring that the proper feasting proto
col is followed appropriately. Clan members are responsible for contributing 
money, food, or giveaway goods to the cohosts. Clans include as members all 
people who have received an Indian name and thus officially belong to a clan. 
Usually highranking members such as chiefs donate a large sum of money or 
an expensive gift such as a motor for a boat. Other clan members might donate 
pots, bowls, dishes, blankets, or towels. Younger children who receive a name 
usually donate smaller items such as tea towels, cups, or coffee mugs. If a 
family member does not yet belong to a clan or have an Indian name, they can 
still make a donation. During this time, certain women known as feast cooks 
will either be asked to make a stock pot of soup, or they will offer to cook. 

In the initial meetings, members will declare their donations. The cohosts, 
together with their clan and family members, will then invite one other person 
to emcee the feast. Like the cohosts, emcees are also viewed as leaders by 
their clan and community. Emcees are chosen based on their relationship with 
the family or clan, as well as on their cultural knowledge and expertise about 
feasting protocols. 

During a feast, a clan would ordinarily serve about 500 people, which 
necessitates collective and seamless collaboration. Our Nuuyum teaches us 
that, because we are hosting other clans and clan chiefs, our actions in the 
feast hall will demonstrate how we live and practice our Nuuyum, so we must 
be respectful and follow proper protocol. While each clan hosts a feast in a 
distinct manner, the same philosophical principles underlie all of them. 

In addition to the emcee, cohosts, and clan members, people with knowl
edge of Indian names and their clans play an important role during the feast. 
Typically these people are recognized cultural leaders. Their duty is to yoxwa
sayu, meaning they must walk door to door to invite other clan members to 
the feast, and greet them on the day of the feast. My father has shared with me 
the way people were greeted and seated “in the old days”:

The Haisla Village hall was located on a very big hill. The men from the clan who 
are hosting the feast were in place to greet guests and announce their arrival and 
would start watching out for people as they made their way to the feast hall. One 
person would wait at the bottom of the hill, another person would wait halfway 
up the hill, another person at the top of the hill, and another person at the door 
of the feast hall. The person at the bottom of the feast hall would announce the 
Indian name and clan of the approaching guest to the person who is waiting half
way up the hill, and this announcement would continue until the guest arrived at 
the door of the feast hall. The feast hall is organized according to clans, so in this 
case there would be four sections representing four clans. There would be host  
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men to greet the guest beside each clan section. By the time the guest reaches 
the feast hall, the seat is ready for him/her. The guest is announced once he or 
she arrives in the feast hall and they are seated according to their rank and clan.

One month or two weeks before the feast date, the clan men will yoxwasayu. 
They will let the guests know who is hosting the feast, who will be cenud, 
which means the person who will receive a name, and learn what the name 
means. They will let the guests know to bring their own soup bowls, cutlery,  
and cups. It is protocol that invitations to a feast must be communicated 
through this facetoface interaction. 

In the earlier days of feasting, chiefs had prestige because of their roles 
as knowledge holders about vast places, histories, and identities. At one time, 
prestigious chiefs had an assistant, who acted on behalf of the chief. My father 
shared this account of this old feasting practice: 

A clan chief was always accompanied by a second person whose responsibility 
was to act on behalf of the chief. The second person sat on the chair before the 
chief sat down to ensure the chair was safe. He had the first taste of food to 
ensure the food was safe. He also spoke in the feast hall on behalf of the chief.  
If there was a mistake made in his speech, then the repercussion was on him and 
not the chief. In the old days, this was the cultural practice that was respected 
and honoured. And although this person represented the chief, he was not ranked 
as a chief.

Today, chiefs do not have this type of assistant, but they are still seated accor
ding to their rank, served first, and allowed to speak first. The Indian names of 
assistants to chiefs are still used today, but these people are now viewed and 
ranked as equal to clan chiefs. From a young age on, Haisla people understand 
and live these cultural practices. Families and clan chiefs have understood and 
respected both their roles and the philosophy that substantiated them. 

Welcoming people to the feast required that the clan chiefs, family rep
resentatives, and the emcee shared an account of the feast with their guests. 
Welcoming people was an important task, and it took time and patience to 
ensure that people understood the feast work that was about to happen. This 
feasting protocol is our people’s method of preserving history within our clans 
and communities. The cultural significance of feasting is partially indicated 
by the length of time a feast might take: in the old days, feasting continued 
late into the night. 

Both male and female clan chiefs played important roles in how our Nuu
yum was lived, for it was their responsibility to teach Nuuyum protocols to the 
clan’s families. Living these feasting protocols teaches our people responsible 
and respectful leadership. It is important to communicate feasting processes 
and protocols appropriately and effectively, so that young clan members and 
other people will learn our feasting Nuuyum. The qualities of leadership gen
erated from feasting include approaching problems collectively, communicat
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ing respectfully, and developing a knowledge of landscape, seasons, ancestral 
places, and identities. These laws inform how clan members learn about each 
other, about territories, and about histories. In this manner, leadership illus
trates the personal relationships between individuals and their connectedness 
to one another. 

An important ethical component of feasting is what we call “witnessing”.  
Witnessing is a method of gathering and recording historical and statisti
cal knowledge of our people, such as who has passed on to the spirit world, 
which families have newborns, and who will inherent chieftainship names. 
Haisla people also refer to witnessing as tsookwa (cleansing feast), and for us, 
tsookwa represents knowledge about the wellbeing of community members. 
Witnessing requires that each person in the feast hall understands the work 
done by the host, whether that refers to feeding the people, gifting them with 
monetary or dry goods, and ensuring appropriate protocol. The provision of 
food and gifts creates a reciprocal obligation, so that the guest must in turn 
remember details of the feast, for example, for a person who could not at
tend the feast. Hence the feasting system constitutes a reciprocal relationship: 
both the host and the guests are responsible and accountable for the historical 
knowledge created, affirmed through their participation. For Haisla people, 
this protocol constitutes a form of law—it is how we define Haisla Nuuyum.

IX Responsibilities for Family/Clan Members Hosting a Feast
My mom shared with me the process by which our clan members prepare food 
and giveaway gifts:

Gifting the people is categorized and organized according to ranks of chieftain
ship and according to which Clan they belong to. A month or two weeks prior 
to the feast, the Clan gathers at a meeting place to “tag” giveaway gifts. In this 
process the Clan must know who the Chiefs are and which Clans they belong to. 
They must remember past feasts and who were “newly” appointed Chiefs. They 
must remember the babies or young people who received names. In so  doing, 
each person will be gifted accordingly. Chiefs receive comforters, cash, and 
some times larger gifts such as a boat, motor, or trap line. Those who are ranked 
second to Chiefs are gifted with comforters, blankets, large pots or bowls, and 
cash. The remainder of Clan members are noted as “commoners” and receive 
cake pans, bowls, towels, and small blankets. Young children are gifted with tea 
towels, smaller dish sets and blankets. If there are guests who do not have a Clan 
name, there are giveaway goods set aside for them. All guests receive a tea towel 
(women) or socks (men). All guests are provided with a loaf of bread, a box of 
crackers, oranges, and apples. The Chief ladies each receive a cake. Once these 
gifts are distributed, the host will make cash payments. In the event of a memo
rial feast, cash payments are for services provided to the family during the loss 
of their loved one. People who receive payment typically are grave diggers and 
people who provide food, prayers, and song for the grieving family, and there is 
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payment for the use of facilities like the church or the recreation center. Typically 
the meal served is what our people refer to as “wedding stew.” There are certain 
ladies in each Clan who cook a stock pot that is usually about 50 to 60 quarts. 
In order to feed 500 people there are usually five stock pots of stew prepared. 
During the day before the feast, the Clan members gather and cut vegetables 
and stew meat. At the venue where they will work on vegetables, whoever is the 
last person to arrive must cut onions for the stew, so people are usually on time, 
as they do not like cutting onions. On the morning of the feast day, the stew is 
cooked and simmered all day until it is time for feasting. The Clan hosts prepare 
the feast hall by setting up tables, chairs, and a table for the giveaway, by setting 
out baked goods, by preparing for speeches and name giving, and by generally 
ensuring that feasting protocol is prepared. At five o’clock, the feast begins and 
carries on until the feasting work is done. 

The ranking order of gifting is still the same today, but the gifts and cash have 
changed with the economy. 

In our Nuuyum, the feasting process articulates community leadership, 
which in turn informs Haisla laws and governance. I have reflected on these 
feasting processes to examine how feasting philosophies could inform con
temporary governing models. 

X Weaving Stories and Histories
Like other Indigenous people around the world, our people created and sus
tained relationships with settler systems to ensure we had a voice in, and made 
equal contribution to, the economic expansion. In describing this situation, I 
draw on the term “weave” to illustrate how Haisla Nuuyum and our cultural 
teachings have been affected by colonialism, and that Haisla Nuuyum simul
taneously intersects with Western knowledge. 

During industrial (economic), colonial (legal and political), and religious 
(moral) expansion, Haisla histories and Nuuyum became much more un
settled and complex. While our people recognized that industry was quickly 
expanding throughout our territories, they also saw the necessity of preserving 
our Nuuyum through all available means. Some people saved their vacation 
time to fish for oolichans or to plan and work for their feast. Rather than going 
fishing with their families, children were in residential or day schools; this  
too affected the length of time families spent in the fishing areas, as families 
did not want to be away from their children. Furthermore, English became the 
main language of communication within our Villages.45 

Through these weaved stories and experiences, our people have incorpo
rated various methods of learning, understanding, and living Haisla Nuuyum. 
We have heard stories and experiences about oolichan trails, other trading 

45 The English language was forced on our people through varying colonial mechanisms such as 
residential and day schools, Indian agents, and missionary work.
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trails, and such devastating events as floods, disease, and the disenfranchise
ment of generations of people. Our ancestors armed themselves with their 
cultural knowledge and practices as they met and engaged with newcomers 
who have put a new face on the northwest coast of British Columbia. The old 
teachings of our Haisla ancestors and way of life brought together the ele  
ments of respect, honor, and curiosity that were manifest through oolichan 
fishing, historical landmarks, and our feasting system. Our people lived highly 
complex, nuanced, and sophisticated lives, as demonstrated by the multi
pronged approaches they took to ensuring the survival of our cultural prac
tices by adapting and maintaining them despite local incursions and economic 
demands.

XI Reflection 
Our feasting system continues to be a strong force that brings our people and 
clan members together, whether in naming and memorial ceremonies or dur
ing sporting competitions or fundraisers during crises. Vine Deloria Jr. has 
elaborated on the importance of clans: “Clan structures began to evolve as 
tribal populations grew. . . . Clans enhanced the lifeworld and never reduced 
it to a mechanical process.”46 

On one occasion, our chief and council hosted a feast to commemorate a 
peace treaty between Haisla, Kitasoo, and Heiltsuk,47 which had occurred in 
response to the BC treaty process requiring First Nations people to negotiate 
away pieces of land to settle an agreement with British Columbia and Canada. 
The peace treaty was made in ceremony in our feast hall, and the chiefs of the 
three Villages made an agreement with one another that they would not allow 
the BC treaty process to interrupt their communities’ relationships with each 
other. 

During this peace feast, people were reminded about our cultural knowl
edge and respect for the water, land, and animals. They spoke of the impor
tance of maintaining cultural relationships and responsibilities for the future 
generations of all three nations. Importantly, our people were reminded of 
how colonial forces have harmed our way of life, of how our cultural govern
ing systems have been subjugated, and of how we must gather as people to 
reclaim and solidify the cultural practices relevant and distinct to our Villages. 

The intentions of this peace feast, in terms of strengthening relations be
tween Indigenous peoples, are echoed in the work of Taiaiake Alfred and Jeff 
Corntassel. They argue that Indigenous peoples and communities must be un
encumbered by the state and should work towards a resurgence of governance 

46 V. Deloria, For This Land: Writings on Religion in America (New York: Routledge, 1999) at 
178–79.

47 Kitamaat Village Council, supra note 1.
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that reflects our cultural ways. They further argue that engaging in state poli
tics distracts us from Indigenous methods of governance: 

Colonial legacies and contemporary practices of disconnection, dependency and 
dispossession have effectively confined Indigenous identities to statesanctioned 
legal and political definitional approaches . . . such compartmentalization re
sults in a “politics of distraction” that diverts energies away from decolonizing 
and  regenerating communities and frames of community relationships in state
centric terms, such as aforementioned “aboriginality”.48 

In his 2003 keynote address to the Alaskan Federation of Natives (AFN) 
Convention, the Maori scholar Graham Hingangaroa Smith also refers to the 
“politics of distraction,” a tactic by which Native people are kept busy with 
bureaucratic demands, so that they will have little time left to complain, ques
tion, or rebel against the status quo.49 These three Indigenous scholars argue 
that, rather than negotiate within Western regimes of governance, we must 
assert traditional forms of leadership inherent in our clan feasting to formulate 
a Haisla governing entity. 

XII Suggestions for Centring Haisla Nuuyum into Leadership and 
Governance 

While many Indigenous communities are negotiating with settler, resource, 
and industrial companies and engaging in industrial economic development, 
these negotiations often do not include community and clan members in an 
ethical or transparent way.50 Moreover, surrounding communities and other 
nonIndigenous towns typically are not included in the dialogue until well 
after the beginning of discussions. To that end, and to be inclusive of commu
nity, clans, and Haisla people, it is important to develop wideranging relation
ships at the inception of economic discussions or treaty negotiations. This will 
ensure a greater level of accountability, and that knowledge of the economic 
proposal may be discussed and negotiated in a productive and effective man
ner by all the people affected. Although some nonIndigenous people make 
attempts to consult, consultation continues to take place within Westernized 
forums. Instead I suggest that negotiations take place within the Haisla feast
ing system. 

In my reflection on our current governing systems,51 I want to examine if 

48 T. Alfred & J. Corntassel, Being Indigenous: Resurgences against Contemporary Colonialism 
(Oxford: Government and Opposition, 2005) at 600.

49 G. Smith, Indigenous Struggle for the Transformation of Education and Schooling (Auckland: 
University of Auckland Press, 2003) at 1.

50 Most times, clan and community members are not aware of the negotiations until well after the 
proposal has been presented and developed. 

51 When I speak of “our” in this context, I am referring to other Indigenous nations as well, and  
not necessarily focusing only on the Haisla governing system.
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our Nuuyum and its philosophical underpinnings can intertwine with the con
temporary leadership of chief and council systems. Although Haisla people 
are elected into this system, it still remains a Westernized federal governing 
system. Currently, elders do advise this governing body, but I want to explore 
how and if this and a traditional governance system could coexist.

In our contemporary relationships, a key strategy for enhancing commu
nity input in economic development negotiations would be to centre on our 
Nuuyum. Visitors, such as nonNative negotiators, could begin by discussing 
economic proposals in our feast hall, rather than by negotiating in isolation 
with only band council members. Once the band council has been contacted 
by development companies, it would be beneficial and more in keeping with 
our traditional practices if the council recommended further discussions in
cluding all clan and community members. 

Returning to our Nuuyum would require a reevaluation of our current 
methods of governance, but it might offer a richer, more collaborative, and 
more ethical dialogue among our people and visitors. In the feast hall, the 
chief councillor would cohost the feast and work reciprocally at all stages 
of the process with our hereditary clan chief and the other four clan chiefs. 
Rather than a naming or memorial feast, the feast work would be an intro
duction of the visiting negotiator to our clan and community members. This 
cohosting would then become a forum uniting our clans, chiefs, and council as 
they discuss the proposed economic development that will affect our territory, 
resources, and connection to these places. And rather than reading a 50page 
document about the proposal, information about it should be presented orally 
to the clan members in a feasting setting. By doing so from the inception of 
negotiation, these discussions could be sustainable and viable for our people. 
Moreover, if our clan and governing leaders decided together, feasting would 
provide a space for each clan to be represented, so that negotiations would be 
effective, relevant, respectful, and appropriate for our people and territory. 

In most Indigenous communities, including our own, negotiations and dis 
cussions typically begin with the newcomer and chief and council. My sug
gestion moves beyond these two groups. Not only would the newcomers have 
the opportunity to present their proposal but our clan chiefs also could, in 
turn, share the history of our ancestral places, our Nuuyum, and its laws. In 
the feast hall, visitors would not be positioned as expert knowledge holders; 
instead, the responsibilities of knowledge would be shared and reciprocated 
as the visitors learn and understand how Haisla people sustain themselves and 
are connected to the territory. Feasting provides all key players with space and 
time to build and maintain relationships and to discuss concerns or questions 
about a proposal that will affect Haisla livelihoods. 

After the initial feast of introduction, additional community feasts should 
follow for further knowledge exchanges. This method could take 5 to 20 years 
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before all parties involved would have a specific and clear understanding of 
one another, all intentions were understood, and all have had an opportunity 
to strategize. 

Newcomers to our feasting such as business and economic developers 
will likely challenge a 5to20year period just for discussions. They may ar
gue that it is necessary to expedite development due to economic demands. 
Yet they need to recognize that their success depends on a foundational rela
tionship between the people, their ancestral places and histories. They must 
consider and respect how Western laws have historically dominated our peo
ple and subjugated our Nuuyum. They must also know that these discussions 
are not only straining for them but also for our elders, clan chiefs, and the 
young people trying to understand future implications for the land and our 
children. There are significant, complex factors for the community to con
sider, which include the longevity of our land, the health of fishing places, the 
future of our cultural practices, and the time and costs involved in discussing 
economic sustainability within the territory. Many contemporary economic 
negotiations that occur mainly in Westernized settings have a Western agenda. 
Additionally, the parties often also do not come to agreement within 5 or even 
25 years.52 I am suggesting an alternate forum to discuss economic develop
ment outside of Western forms of negotiation, one that would be reflective of 
Indigenous communities and people. A change that centres Indigenous tradi
tions and ways of governance will contribute to a positive shift in relations 
between Indigenous peoples and settler peoples.

Each Village on the northwest coast of British Columbia has knowl
edge and an understanding of all other communities. Settler laws such as the 
 Indian Act and municipal boundaries have affected the ways in which these 
 Villages now interact with one another. As a result, many Villages now man
age themselves in isolation from each other. One approach to reclaim those 
old relationships would be to invite neighbouring Villages to a feast to discuss 
economic development proposals. Additionally, it would be strategic to invite 
local nonIndigenous peoples to hear about the presentation in our feast hall. 

Such a feast would not indicate the acceptance of a proposal, but, rather, 
simply create awareness of it, as well as transparency. This method is trans
parent and generous in that nonIndigenous peoples are included, though non
Native people may not recognize it as valid knowledge mobilization. There 

52 While I was discussing this process with my partner, he shared his experience as a treaty negoti
ator for the province, indicating that mainstream negotiators were quick to point out what was 
not working in negotiations and to suggest other Westernized negotiating techniques. In this, 
there were no recommendations to negotiate within Indigenous forums or techniques. It was 
made clear that negotiations all needed to take place in a Westernized forum until agreement was 
reached. I use the term “forum” to indicate that negotiations currently occur within boardrooms  
in Victoria or Ottawa, but that an Indigenous forum would mean a feast or long house, offering 
an alternate space.
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continue to be hegemonic political and governing views about reserves and 
socalled rights within a reserve system. The reserve system is what non
Indigenous peoples know; they remain uninformed and ignorant about the 
philosophical aspects of the diverse traditional cultural teachings and prac
tices of Indigenous peoples. The hegemony of the colonial settler state, and 
the privilege and authority of whiteness, means that they are never obligated 
to know. In contrast, through these colonial relations, Indigenous people have 
not only sustained cultural teachings but have also learned how to subvert 
colonial forces. My method is a call to nonIndigenous peoples to become 
responsible for understanding and respecting the philosophical teachings that 
have sustained Indigenous people on the northwest coast. It is also a call to 
our people to bring forth, live, and assert our Nuuyum. Local towns and Vil
lages will not go away; all will continue to prosper and grow as the demand 
for capital and economy are a part of our everyday lives. 

While this method may appear biased to nonIndigenous peoples because 
all relationships and discussions are situated within a feasting system, feast
ing is intended as a starting point to discuss a proposal that directly affects 
traditional territories. Our Villages find themselves in the situations they are 
in today as a result of Western forms of negotiation. These negotiations have 
been neither inclusive nor transparent. As a result, many Villages are seeking 
compensation for broken treaties and promises, and our people cannot fish 
for oolichans, pick berries, hunt, or gather traditional medicines as they once 
did. Future economic development and expansion must take on a new face. 
Discussions must shift from a dominant Western framework to one inclusive 
of the peoples whose lands will be affected by the developments. 

XIII Finding Our Way Back and Reclaiming 
Although our people have moved toward Westernized modes of living, and 
Western lifestyles have expropriated our places, we will remember and re
claim our old stories. Basso describes how the land entraps our souls: “The 
Apache old people say that young people will continue to drift towards these 
aspects of life. However, the old people don’t seem worried because the land 
will ‘stalk’ our people and we will remember our stories.”53 

This past year, while visiting the Lower Mainland, I met a man whom I 
recognized as a Haisla person. I introduced myself and asked, “You’re Hais
la?” He responded, “No, I’m Kitlope.” That was the first time I had heard 
someone refer to himself as a Kitlope person. This interaction stayed with me, 
and I appreciate how his identity is linked to that very old place. For Haisla 
people, identity encapsulates many places, stories, feast names, and interac

53 Basso, supra note 18 at 63.
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tions within an evolving society. This man’s response illustrates to me how 
our souls are intertwined with our lands, regardless of whether we actively 
live on our traditional territories.

Many nonIndigenous people are not aware of our people, but they know 
the town of Kitimat, and they have heard of Alcan. Other people may refer 
to our people in reference to our oolichan grease. And, yes, some people in
volved with Native basketball in the North will know us as the first basketball 
team to win the All Native Basketball Tournament six years in a row. Our 
identities and places have never been static. In fact, our identities include 
many facets of places that have emerged and intersected through generations. 

Today our ancient traditions of place and identity manifest in contem
porary cultural practices in our feast hall. The older clan chiefs continue to 
address our people in the Haisla language, while younger people only speak 
English. Some leaders choose to translate their words, so that young people can 
understand Haisla Nuuyum. Stories are told today about many place names, 
the events that occurred at these places, and the families that belong to these 
places. These stories must be documented and preserved for our children. 

Today, modern technology, industry, and various forms of regulation have 
affected how we need to learn our Nuuyum. In our feast hall, most people 
understand the meaning of their traditional names and the stories behind their 
names, which solidifies our knowledge of complex identities. Haisla tradition
al worldviews and ancient accounts form a story of community diversity. Our 
Nuuyum teaches us how to respect all living things, and it is a philosophical 
framework to preserve our cultural practices, histories, places, and identities. 
It is my hope that this piece of writing connects with and enhances the resur
gence of our Nuuyum, and encourages the current and future generations to 
learn about our way of life. 

Throughout this essay I shared and theorized stories and cultural teach
ings about varying places, feasting, and Haisla protocols, all of which I refer 
to as our Haisla philosophy and ontology. For me, these Haisla cultural knowl
edges indicate a historical account of how Haisla people flourished within and 
throughout a specific governance and model of law that has sustained our peo
ple for many years, including during encounters with settler encroachments. 
For our people, our Haisla Nuuyum is our law.

Wuh, Hychka, Thank you.
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